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KNOWLEDGE APPLICATION IN CAD AND CONTROL

Abstract
Knowledge representation and processing is presently a major
concern in the studies of artificial intelligence. In this paper
we attempt to discuss some elements of knowledge process-

ing applied to CAD and control.

1, Introduction
Knowledge representation and processing is presently

concern in the studies

of artificial
intelligence,
companies
of
have
been established for software
A number
production to develop programs, using knowledge bases for

а major

problem solving. Expert systems used for geological
exploration Cl], diagnosing in medicine [2] and in engineer-

in system design [43 are more impressive.
knowledge
to discuss some elements of
processing applied to CAD and control, showing some
particular examples. The corresponding systems enjoy several
merits:
adaptivity to the environment changes
provision of computer interaction convenient to
the user, in particular, communication in some
language close to the natural one and a dialogue
on an adaptive scenario
ease of extension by addition of new knowledge
high reliability due to common nucleus which
remains unaltered with the knowledge changing.
ing [33,

We attempt

-

-

-

-

3

2, What is knowledge?
The concept of machine knowledge was introduced into
19603,
the field of artificial intelligence in the mid
systems
C7,Bj
and
task
solvers
when question-answer
C5,63
were developed in

Knowledge
a number of dissertations.
the
form
of
certain
networks, particuwas represented in
larly, through semantic networks. In the mid 1970
further major step was made when M, Minski introduced the
concept of a frame, implying knowledge module
of
an
object or a situation. A review on knowledge representation is given in the paper C93
However, this concept is
not adequately defined, and the question of "What
is
knowledge?"
might be answered in one of the following

aa

,

-

ways:
-

text (i.e, data) in the knowledge representation
language

-

-

-

-

data controlling computations in different kinds
of programs
programs developed automatically at problem solving without the human task supplier
object and situation description
information to be used at the purposeful action

in different situations.
The first definition directly implies the semantics
of the knowledge representation language which is difficult
to be provided. The second and third definitions are too

narrow with respect to orientation to programs and computations, For the fourth definition the description concept
is to be further specified. The fifth definition associates
knowledge with information usefulness. Thus, not a single
definition considered is adequate. Let
us recall how

difficult it is to give a satisfactory definition
for
although
knows
everyone involved in computing
"data",
from his own experience what data is. The knowledge content
is to be derived from one’s experience, for instance, from
a discussion of examples. Prior to the discussion of
the
examples of knowledge application in various

fields,

we

will describe their basic properties, briefly featured in
the answers above.

4

1, Knowledge can be represented in the data form,
in particular, in the text form in a formal language, in
the network form, providing different kinds of
connections between knowledge elements. There exists the problem
of knowledge translation from one representation form to
another. It is a matter of technology, since each knowledge representation language claims to be universal in a
sense. At least they assure extension by adding new relation and program types, "elementary meanings"
or new
connection types. Language expressiveness gives ground to
the convenience of language application, since knowledge
representation languages worked out in
developed for a particular

detail, are always

application field,

2, Knowledge has the capability of controlling information processes (computations). It means that in the
knowledge application system process flow is determined
by knowledge and is almost independent of system structure.
The latter determines only the constraints for process run

(with regard to qualitative characteristics). Here

lies
the essential difference between knowledge and, for
instance, numerical data, implemented to control a dynamic
object*

3, Knowledge may encompass a procedural component,
i,e, programs. But the application of these programs is
controlled by knowledge. For instance, parameter linkage
and program start is performed automatically within
a
knowledge application system without the human who started
the process,
4, Knowledge is divided into separate fragments:
descriptions of objects, processes,
These fragments (knowledge modules)

situations,
are called

events.
frames.
They are

Methods for running frames have been developed.
similar to a great extent to the methods employed
classes and for describing abstract data types in
gramming languages. But they differ from abstract

types, since frames always have a close connection
means of mutual

references.

5

for
prodata
by

3,

in Control

Knowledge

Systems

Let us consider a model of a heat exchanger shown
in Figure 1, The parameters include bulk velocities
V 2, temperature differences DT^, DT
specific heat ca2
pacities c^,
Stationary
heat quantities СЦ Q
conditions are described by the classroom equations:
,

c

2 and

2,

,

Figure 1

=

Q 2»

=

T

=

li*

In the knowledge representation language, for instance,
in the input language of PRIZ system this model can be
expressed in the text form:

HEATJ3XCHANGER: (V,,,

V 2:

BULK^VELOCITY

Tllt Tl 2, T 2l
Q 2: HEAT;

,

T 2 2: temperature;

,

DT lt DT 2 s TEMPERATURE^J) IFF;

olt

c
=

*

q2в

2:

S^HEAO^CAPACITY

Q?*
V 1к

v2

x o 1;

« dt 2

x c

T 2/j
DT 2“ T 22

2;
—

“

,

l2^*

T

In the simplest case, the concepts of bulk velocity,
temperature, heat quantity, temperature difference and
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specific heat capacity can be specified

as real values:

BULKJ/ELOCITY, TEMPERATURE, HEAT,

IFF,

SP HEAT .CAPACITY:REAL?
Any

one concept can be described in

more

detail. For

in-

stance, we could have described temperature difference by
the following frame:

TEMPERATURE^JD IFF: (DT sREAL;
VIRTUAL T
DT

T2

=

lf T 2
- T
1),
;

REAL;

and then omit in the description of the heat exchanger
T
variables T 11» T
and the last two equations,
l2* 2l* T 22
since they are involved in
and DT 2
,

The same knowledge can be provided,
heat carrier concept;

describing the

HEAT^CARRIER:(Q: HEAT;
DT;

TEMPERATURE,J)IFF*,
V: BULKJ/ELOCITY;
c: sp^heai^capacity;
DT 3f c);
Q a V
«

and through that concept a heat exchanger can be specified:

A 1к

HEATJJARRIER;
Q

a

A2

*

Q.)

The amount of knowledge provided in the last three
equal to that of the first one, only now

descriptions is

the descriptions are shortened, and instead of one, three
concepts are specified; temperature difference,
heat
carrier and heat exchanger.

Thus, knowledge representation languages enable us
in an adequately natural
form. Actually, the first heat exchanger description can
be considered as: 1) a record of a mathematical
model
containing also explanations of the values V^, V 2, T^,
etc,; 2) frame (knowledge module) of a heat exchanger;
5) an abstract data type or a class description,
as it
is referred to in programming.
to provide mathematical models

7

Frame representation of knowledge on an object is
convenient also because input-output variable models are

not fixed. Any one of the twelve variables in the

heat

an input or output one, depending on the task being solved. Using this background,
over 16 million tasks with different sets of input-output variables can be formulated. Certainly there are conexchanger model can be both

siderably fewer meaningful tasks and still fewer solvable
ones. The universality of knowledge representation in the

form of computation frames is proved right here.
If the
heat exchanger frame is used concurrently with other knowl-

more complex tasks, then any
task may
come up in the course of decision retrieval, since
the
problem of meaningfulness of a task in a computer is more
edge for solving

difficult to be judged than

its

solvability

is

to

be

cheeked.
We will proceed with the problem of process description in control systems. The processes going on
in the
modules can be given in the module descriptions. Let
us
discuss the process frame involved in the whole system.
We shall use general equations of a dynamic system:

X»
V
where X

-

X 1
U,V

-

=

ж

Ф (X,U,t)

V(X,U,t)

system state in the moment

t,

system state in the next observed

moment,

system input-output values in the moment t.

Let us proceed to the recursive relations for
=

О.'l

»

i

•••

4+i

*

4+l

i.vV

*

■

vcx^u^tp,

4

At

+

*

We shall include process start, time variation,
transition to the next process state in the
process
concept,. Functions Ф and Ц* will be described by the
system frame, presented in the process concept in the

8

ж

form of an indefinite type component MODEL,
the following notationa:

T 0

-

initial time moment

T 2

-

end time moment

TM

X0
X
XI

-

-r
-

-

Let us uae

step in time
initial state of the system
current state of the system

next state of the system

PROCESS!(MODELsINDEP’ ;TO,

T2, TMs REAL
XO, X, XI! MEMORY*

RESULT: MEMORY*
�

The component RESULT involves the form of process re-

presentation (table, diagram, etc,),
MODULE* COMPOSITION INP'MODEL,ALL
CUTP'X*
X
»

,

MODULE* COMPOSITION INP'MODEL,ALL•,
outp'xi;

INITSTATE

0
NEXTSTATE

MODULE!* DECOMPOSITION INP'X
ODTP ’MODEL,ALL'STATE;
MODULE* MODELLING INP*TO,T2,TM,XO
OUTP* RESULT
ARG* X
RES’

X1).

The first two relations in the process concept pick
up the initial state and new state of the system
from
the states of system elements. The third relation
decomIt
is
poses system states into states of components.
assumed that all subsystems and system modules which are
its components have standard names for the initial state

(INITSTATE), next state

(NEXTSTATE)

and

current

state

(STATE),
The process concept described in this way suits for
modelling the behaviour of a constant step in time system.
If the program MODELLING only attributes the value X 1 to

the variable X for the next time

moment, then the program

is appropriate for the modelling systems with elements of

9

behaviour. But the program MODELLING can be
written also in a more specific way. Eor instance,
for
the systems in which different parts consume common resources, and thus the transition to the next state of
each separate element depends on the states of all
and
system elements. These are specifically ecological
independent

demographic systems,

4, Knowledge in CAD

a great variety of CAD systems are available,
all
oriented on knowledge, CAD developers
are
are
"knowledge"
using
knowledge
proand
avoiding the term
are
Though

they

cessing methods spontaneously, but researchers of artificial intelligence have accepted CAD as an area for
approbating their

methods.

An analysis of the performance of a design engineer

shows the following,

1, A multitude of relatively small tasks are solved
and
in the design, each of which is readily formalized
solved on a computer. The difficulty lies in the diverit
sity of these tasks, specifically, in the fact that
to
is inconceivable
write ready made "strict" programs to
solve any feasible tasks,
2, The design task discussed in its entirety, does
not subject to algorithmization, but there exist engineering design methods based on knowledge application (undergraduates

are taught these methods

practical

projects),

on the examples

of

3, Engineering graphics is of considerable importance in the design. In CAD computer graphics and geometric
modelling correspond to it. The latter in conjunction with
recognition and visualization of complex spatial forms is
an application area for the methods of artificial intelligence,

4, The bulk of engineering tasks are ambiguously described and therefore expert knowledge is required. A common engineering calculation involves multiplication of the
calculation result by the correction coefficient (which,
can vary from 0,5 to 10 or more), but coefficient selection is based on expert knowledge.

10

5. Engineering objects are, aa a rule, well struccontured, With the provision of their elements’ and
nections’ description (i,e, relations between objects),
models of any complex design objects can be built.
Knowledge processing systems related to simple data
rather than simple data themselves, where for the first
time procedure sequences were described in the program
text and synthetized, were intended for calculating cutting tool movement and technological data. Thus, to solve

command, both subsequent
and previous commands had to be considered simultaneously
a task described in a certain

in the task description. The next example is related to
the SAP-2 CIOJ (Fig, 2 ) and illustrates the determination of a geometric point on the basis of data and rules
of its description, using data and rules of other geometric
elements which have indirect relation to the unknown point.

Figure 2
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Presently CAD systems

are built up on complex pro-

gramming tools [11,12], comprising adequately developed
briefly
means for knowledge processing. Let us discuss
the metamonitoring system MEMO
MEMO includes
the

v

MEMOGEN language to describe new subsystems and

the existing

ones.

extend
Let us assume that we have to add
a

required
new subsystem (SS) which enables to make the
geometric calculations, into an application package
or
new
into an application system at our disposal. The
system called "GEOMETRY” can readily be described in the
MEMOGEN language, as follows.

к

MEMOGEN

ADD SUBSYST 'GEO* ’GEOMETRY' PASSWORD 'GB4*
SEPARATORS GLOB

,

,

','

SPEC

Descriptions of other
general

characteristics of the SS

ADD COMMAND »PT’

'POINT*

«

,

Description of the command 'PT*

END COMMAND
*

,

Description of other commands of the S

3

END SUBSYST
к END

In the structure of the program text

(called

language model in terms of MEMO) in addition to the

a

names

SS one or several abbreviations are supplied which reduce
information redundancy, and the password SS, A description
of general characteristics, for instance, of parameters

follows. Further, all

sybsystem commands

are

describe^.

It should be noted that the family of programming
languages included in MEMO consists of command languages. In
these languages the command is the major module or language frame, containing a certain volume of knowledge on
the object characterized by it, and an inner
logical

12

structure which provides for the application of

these
given
with
the
condiaccordance
initial
tions, A detailed description of such command is given

knowledge in

in

E142.^
5, Conclusion

The knowledge processing systems discussed above
enjoy the merit of extending the class of solvable tasks
and a substantial reduction of expenses on programming.
This paper covers only a few applications
of
knowledge processing in engineering and manufacturing,
but we hope it has demonstrated that new means
for
representation of facts and regularities, and new programming methods are effectively applied to solve diverse
design and control tasks.
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FAST METHODS FOR DATA ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING
Abstract
Some effective methods to open the structure of multidimen

sional data are described. The notion of standardized

data

base schema is introduced to provide automatic generation
of application programs.

This paper preaenta some ideas of theory and pracand
his
tice, which have been useful for the author
colleagues at the Department of Data Processing of Tal-

an
linn Technical University, Our concern was to build
having
effective data analysis and processing package,
powerful graphical data representing methods for
crereport
generators
ative analysis as well as different
suited to users* standard administrative needs.
To achieve both goals, our methods can be described
as using the main part of inner degrees of freedom
of
data, to quickly reach a crude solution. This solution
can be brought (transformed) to the required
accuracy
(quality).
The main tools to do it are
fast orthogonal transformations
theory of monotonic systems developed by our
-

-

group
standardized data base schemas with automatic
program generation.
-
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1, Data analysis

using

fast

orthogonal

tranaformationa
Let us have a NxM-matrix A, repreaenting data for
N objects with M variablea. With computer uae we need 0
(NM) operations just to have a look at the unknown data.
Therefore any method of analyaia haa to be alower than
thia lower bound.
If data have been meaaured at leaat on

interval

scale, different leaat squares methods can be used to
open the structure of M-dimenaional objects. There are
auch well-known methods as Principal Component Analysis,
Factor Analyaia, Clustering, Pattern Recognition,

Multi-

techniques
dimensional Scaling,
Those
are nowadays
standard and any data analysing package haa them.

But aren’t there methods to give a general view of
data in much shorter time? We want to get results
which
can compete with PCA, FA, C and MDS, Yea, there arej They

uae well-known orthogonal transformations ПЗ with
additional handling Г2И,
To reach a maximum speed for M-dimensional
structure representation, first we uae fast Haar

some

data
trans-

formation and then rotations of Jacoby type. Fast Haar
transformation takes only 0 (NM) operationa. It is recursively defined as follows!
k/2
\
Ik\
/Dpk 2
f
1
Z
2 )
)
ш (I)
k/2
DQ2k+li e(
Dp m
'l-1/
V D k -2
k/
I
2
2

1

,4

where I is a unit matrix of order p.
Through Haar transformation B=sAD the columns of В
are much more orthogonal than those of A, To make
them
still more orthogonal we uae- additional Jacoby type

rota-

tions of columns of B, Taking two columns of В p and
r
such that bp> b
(b
and
b
squares
are
sums
of
of
elr
r
p
ements of columns p and r), we can make two columns
orthogonal using rotation angle

tan

24

But we do not

>

.2

rotate

Z

b

•

lp

b

tr/(

Гъ2р

the vectors p and

16

-

Zbfr

).

г automatically.

Namely, the sum of squares for vector p will

grow by the

amount
l(b 2

p

-

b 2p ) ain 2 4>/(I-2ain 2 tp).

If the change is too small, we do not rotate at all.
Moreover, in view of the precision of graphical representation little work is needed to obtain the first eigenvectors
with adequate accuracy.
Another way is to use Thurstone's diagonal

method

to
on В-matrix (not pn correlation matrix)
represent the objects in a low-dimensional apace.
We have also developed a very efficient method for
multidimensional scaling without using gradient methods.
Taking quadratic splines and optimizing coordinate-wise,
we have achieved excellent results [4],

C 33

directly

2, Nominal data ordination with

orthogonal

transformations
Let us now have a NxM data table A with
nominal
data. We define a frequency transformation for A as follows, For every variable we take its histogram and change
я h to its frequency
in the histogram.
every value
The row sums describe the conformity of objects
in the

data system.
The new matrix Z is called the frequency matrix of
a data matrix. If the number of categories for variables
number
differs, we have to multiply frequencies by the
of categories

We get an equalization

of

frequencies for all columns of Z, (In practice we keep
the original data naturally unchanged and use histograms
of all variables directly in computations).
Using either Hadamard or Haar transformation
and
the strategy of section 1, we get one-, twoor moredimensional ordination for nominal data. The importance
of every coordinate is measured analogously to the importance of principal components.
Another way to get interesting results
is to use
the scale of influence,;

17

We define a measure of variation for every

as

a

sum

object

m

S4

-

1

T

■

ij

.

the more conform
The larger the sum
behavior is object i. Further we will define
of variation for the whole system as

to
a

group

measure

N
S

S^,

ж

i«1
We define the

influence of the object i on the set

when
of objects as a change in the sum of squares
to
object i is eliminated from the system. It is easy
find that the influence of object i can be calculated as
M
where
К. Ж
ij
*

j*l

*id

-

+1

si(i), i=l,

The set of numbers
scale of

4 j-

2

~,,

*

N is called a

influence.

It is easy to see that talcing a series of

trans-

formations

A
we

-

H

Z

can use orthogonal transformations to open the struc-

ture of multidimensional nominal
3,

Mopotonlc

data.

systems in data clustering

Classical clustering methods are fairly slow
and
some difficulties occur in interpretation of clustering,
results. For the last twelve years our team has successfully used the monotonic systems theory for
multidimensional data structuring. Here are some general ideas
of
this method.
Let us suppose that there is a system W with
a
finite number of elements. Each element has a numerical

18

measure of its weight (influence) in the system. Further
let us suppose that for every element «.e W there is a
feasible discrete operation which changes as well aa the
and the weights of any other element
of
the system. If the elements in W are independent,
then
it is natural to suppose that a change in the weight of

weight of oo

ol

does not change the value of another element
System W is called

ji

monotonic, if the operation of

weight change of any element d.eW brings about changes
the
in the weight levels of other elements only
in

direction

in which

«-

itself is changed.

we
use the method of monotonic systems
have
to meet three conditions,
which gives
1, There has to be a function
a
measure (weight) TC(w) of influence for every element w
To

%

of the monotonic system

W,2, There have to be rules f to recompute the
influences of the elements of the system in case there is
a change in the weight of one element,
3, The rules for influence recomputing have to be

commutative.
These conditions leave a lot of freedom to
the
to choose the influence functions and rules
of influence change in the system. The only constraint

researcher

we have to keep in mind

is that the functions f and JT ,
have to be compatible in the sense that after
eliminating all elements w of the system W the final weigths
of
weW must be equal to

zero.

We study all'2 IW

'

subsets of the set W, Let oceHcW
H(c*.) or 7C“H(ot) be the value of function ЯГ on the
element л
We define a kernel H® (or H® ) of a system
W as a subset of W on which there is global maximum
of
function F of subsets H
and

jt

+

,

F (H)

a

min

%

~H( ot

)

oceH

or global minimum of function F (H)
+

a

max 5T H(a.),
+

<*eH

The main theorem guarantees finding of the so-called
determining sequence which defines exactly the extremal
subset of W,

19

will demonstrate how to use this

We

theory

on

data

matrices.
Let us have a NxM nominal data matrix A, If we take
as
the influence function for a data element
ij
*

я2a -3z

id

id

�l. then

we

can define different

monotonio

systems on our data matrix:
objects (rows of the data, matrix)
objects and variables (rows and columns
data matrix)
-

-

-

of

the

elements of the data matrix.

Changes in the algorithm dependent

on different monotonic
systems are trivial.
For simplicity we describe here very briefly
but
without any programming shortcuts only the first
case
(object clustering), using plus-influence,

Al.

Find the sums P(i)

A2, 1

Find R

A 3«

ж

Я

max P(i) with index k,*

ж

i
Copy object

к

as a new object into the system,

A4,

Label object кas taken and calculate new
influences P(i),

A5,

Find R*

ж

A6,<

If R*

R then go to A3,

A7,

All the objects from step A3 belong to the

»

max P(i) with index k*,

KMO

kernel,
AB,

If there are more objects, eliminate the first
kernel and go to A2,

Our practice has shown that for interpretation it
is beat to use both objects and variables as elements
of the monotonic system.
If the data are real numbers, we shall use as
influence function for a data element

g(a ij)

*

a ij

+Ri
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+

C

j»

an

is the sum of i-th row and C..

where

-

aum

3-th

of the

column.
M

ж

For i-th row we have an influence function G(i)

sl_
3жl

ж

N

g(a.

.)

3,3

and for j-th column G(3)

■

g(a..,),
2L
13
Iжl

For a multiplicative сазе one can take as an

in-

fluence function

g’Caij)
4, Effective data

*

а^О^-а^КС^-а^).

processing systems building

To uae data baae ayatema directly ia not enough. The

aoftware

build-up for a given client muat be evolutionary.
In practice a typical data baae will atabilize after initial booting in 2-4 yeara.
To apeed up the deaign and to ahorten the tuning-in

process, we have developed apecial technologiea.
They
are called principlea of "lazy programming" and "view of
the innocent bystander",

never aolve
our client aeea it. We generalize it
into aome claaa of taaka and try to uae powerful report
generatora C63, liat processors, faat logic queries C6l,
compiler writing ayatem ELMA L7l aa a grammatical
formUaing the firat principle we practically

a problem in the way

alism and tool for

'

programming CB3, The

зо-called

stan-

dardized data baae schemas have proved especially useful.
We have found that 3 tunable schema classes help to bring
creaa client directly into the data processing ayatem
tion, The firat schema is very simple (Fig, 1a) and has
only one main record type.
The records are broken into aubaeta by upper

struc-

tures to apeed up the processing. Below there are

all

kinds of versions for one CASE,
The second schema (Fig, 1b) ia more interesting.
Here we have two tunable schemas A and В which
terleaved by aome N:M relations.

are

in-

It is easy to go through and add aome more
easily
tunable schemas to A and B, For those standardized schemas
we have built up specification languages, to describe data

21

Figure

1

and the desired results with nonprocedural languages. Our
main result along this line is:
specification
Standardized data base schemas
languages
automatic program generation.
+

*

We get

our first implementation draft usually very
our
client

quickly running. After that the appetite of

is likely to grow and the tuning

starts to

make the system

more effective. What is really important
the client
able to use the system from the very beginning. That
-

is
is

psychologically important. The client feels that he himself was creating the system and his frustrations
usually

are

minimal.

We have developed some fairly large permanent data
systems with our standard technology, E,e, cancer registers
built
are
of the Estonian SSR and the Lithuanian SSR
applied
by
is
the
technology
The
using this technology.
system
CBD,
Ministry
for
for
Estonian
Health
a statistical
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SOFTWARE SYSTEMS INSTALLATION
Abstract
A classification of software system users is given by their

experience, habits, prejudices and work style.
gested that quality features alone
cessful installation of the systems.

do

not

It is

sug-

assure the suc-

The vendors must care-

fully prepare every installation step according to the users’
specific needs.

1, Introduction
Every programmer thinks that he is the one who makes
the best programs in the world and that he la just taking
part in creating the beat software system. So he
hopes

that his new system will have a great future and that most
of the potential users are only waiting for a chance
to
use this system. In practice, however, it is not so fine
moat of the times. According to CID, very many software

are completed, but never used. One of the
reasons is that software system developers too often do not
take into account the specific needs of a potential user,
his requirements and wishes.
We are not pretending to solve this problem in its
whole complexity. Instead, we should like to describe the
experience we have had
with Installing our software
systems C 2,33 for various kinds of users around the USSR,
projects

This paper might be useful both for those engaged
systems
in
development and in installation and maintenance.
For clarity let us mention that by the word "installation" we mean the set of actions from unloading system on
the user’s site to the point when the user is able to cope
with the delivered system.

25

2, All the user*a men

During the installation process, the vendor
is
contacting various kinds of people. By their functions
they are traditionally called as follows С4O»
-

end-user who needs the information provided by
the system
-

data

-

processing manager who decides which system

to obtain..
application programmer who solves the end-user»s

-

problems

maintenance programmer who helps the application
programmer and changes the software when necessary,'
-

The functions are not the only thing the vendor must
deal with. The users differ also by their experience, habits,
prejudices and work style. Ignoring such differences
may
lead to unnecessary complications. Therefore let us classify
the users by these additional qualities.
Experience in

automatic data

processing.

The

users

may have*
-

no previous experience

experience with another
particular task
-

this

task, but not with solving

experience in solving the same task with the
of a different system.
-

aid

Depending on the nature of his experience, the enduser may have different work habitat
no habits
getting the-information through other people
(secretary and/or. application programmer)
working online with computer.
-

-

-

The users may also have
of the new systems
-

-

-

-

prejudices

against/in favour

active willingness to use the system
willingness to try out automatic data processing
disinterest in installing the new software system
active or passive unwillingness.

Moreover, the user*s staff may be ready and willing
to support the vendor whenever possible, or they may hope
that the vendor will handle all the
installation problems.
26

3. Preliminaries to

a successful

Installation

Like other activities, the installation process needs
planning and preparations,'
Firstly, relationships between the vendor
the
and
user must be clearly fixed. Apart from other concerns, the
specific tasks

before, during and after the installation

must be linked to each participating person.
Furthermore, the user must be psychologically
technically prepared for the new system. If needed,
vendor must lessen the user’s unfounded optimism and

and
the
be-

lief into the computers* omnipotence. If the client
is
pessimistic, the vendor should avoid advertising unexisting
features of his system. To achieve fast and successful in-

stallation, the required preparations on the user’s

site
should be fixed and carried out,*
Secondly, the vendor must pay sufficient attention
to different qualities of his system. In each case, according to the

situation, he must emphasize the proper aspects
us discuss it in detail,

of his system. Let

4-, The requirements and the users
The most important requirements to a software system
are Z3h reliability, flexibility, performance, functional
modularity, compatibility, ease-of-use, portability, eaaeof-installation. Now let us discuss the meaning of these
requirements in the installation situation.
Software reliability is always important. Usually it
takes quite a while to learn it. So the user has a better
attitude towards a system which has enjoyed a long
maintenance practice in other organisations. If the new system
has not been installed elsewhere, the vendor must assure
his support for a certain period after installation.
Software flexibility is significant for the

user,

who is going to solve different tasks with the same system.
Otherwise the flexibility might be superfluous from
the
user’s point of view* it makes the system more complicated
and diminishes its performance. Therefore, it is not always
reasonable to give the user all the information about the
system capabilities.
Software performance is of major importance for the

27

user,

desiring to replace

his/her old system, and for the

user. It implies the vendor must know the per-,
his
formance of the previous system before advertising

pessimistic

own one.
In many cases the performance factor is of less imnew
portance than usually presumed, especially when a
system is installed for a friendly user. Nevertheless the
vendor must be ready to improve the performance if it is
necessary.
Functional modularity and compatibility is of prime

user has experience with another software system and wishes to detach some functions of the new;
system for combining them with the existing software. It
gives the vendor a chance to sell the functional subsystems
importance when the

of his software,

Ease-of-use is highly appreciated by the end-user,
who is going to work on-line. In the contrary situation,
the system is chosen by those not in direct
working

contact, so the vendor must not overestimate this require-

ment.
Portability is of interest for the user, only if he
is planning to replace or renew his hardware. Otherwise he
hardly takes this factor into account,

Base-of-installation enhances the user’s trust
the system. It may help to overcome the unwillingness
the pessimistic user,

in
of

5, Conclusions
The quality features alone do not assure the successful installation of software systems. The vendors
must
carefully prepare every installation step according
to
the users specific needs.
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DATA-DRIVEN MATRIX FORMS
Abstract
The generation of statistical accounts is discussed the con-

tents of which are determined by two groups of conditions;
one for rows and the other for columns.*
The general principles are given of how to use DBMS tools

to describe the accounts.

The

SEQUEL-2

serves

as

an

example DBMS.

1, Introduction
Office Information Systems are becoming increasingly
important both in terms of

commercial products and research directions Cl], The users of an office information
system are expected to be nonprogrammer professionals. It
is necessary to develop a nonprocedural language as an
interface between the user and the computer system.
The
system's language must be user-friendly so that
nonexperts can easily understand and use it with a minimum
of training. It also must be powerful enough to provide
facilities for the set-up and maintenance of a whole range
of user applications C2],
The SHODI system design C4] is based on these prinserves as a tool for building application
packages. Their most important functions are (I)
data
input and updating, (2) producing output forms. We shall
ciples, It

reports,
statistical reports and matrix forms.
By a report we mean a tabel which usually contains
some data from the data base. The reports are formed by
report generators, e,g, RPG C5J* a relational DBMS
relation may be considered as such a report. Statistical re-

distinguish between three types of output forms:

31

port is also a table, but it contains mostly derived data.
The contents of such reports are determined by two groups
of conditions: one condition per row and one per column
ln addition, there is a data selection criterion for
the whole report,
statical report,

A matrix form is a generalization of the
..

The SHODI system is built on a Codaayl-type

DBMS,

The DBMS is used to form a data file for the statistical
report generation. Each cell of the report is filled
in
with the number of records in the file, satisfying simul-

criterion, the corresponding row's
condition and the corresponding column’s condition.
taneously the selection

Example 1, To illustrate what we mean by reports and
statistical reports, consider the relational
schema
of
Figure 1, describing a store database. The STORE relation

stores, giving the store number, branch
number of employees in the store, and location name.
The BRANCH relation gives the branch name and branch number.
describes a set of

name,

The LOCATION relation describes the district names and
types of the locations, A fragment of the store data base
is given in Figure 2,
STORE (STNO, BRNAME, EMPS, LOG)

(BRNAME, BRNO)
LOCATION (LOG, TYPE, DINAME)
BRANCH

Figure 1, Example data base

STNO BRNAME

EMPS

110

GROCERY

215
521

STATIONERY
GROCERY

22
16

416

PERFUMERY

17
5
501 GROCERY
77
508 GROCERY
25
605 GROCERY
5
108 DEPARTMENT-ST 45
111 DEPARTMENT-ST 120
112 DEPARTMENT-ST 150

LOG

KEILA
ELVA
ELVA
KEILA
NYO

pttNO

GROCERY
STATIONERY

PERFUMERY

3

JEWELLERY

4
0

DEPARTMENT-ST

ELVA
ELVA
KEILA
TOWN 1
TOWN 2

Relation STORE

32

1
2

Relation BRANCH

LOO

TYPE

DINAME

KEILA

TOWN

HARJU

ELVA

TOWN

TARTU

NT О

SETTLEMENT
TOWN

TARTU

TOWN

DISTI

TOWN

DIST

KALLASTE
TCWNI
TOWN2
,

TARTU

2

Relation LOCATION

Figure 2, Example

data base

fragment

A typical report query example: "List the grocery
stores in Tartu district having more than 10 employees,
with their locations'*. The corresponding report:

STNO LOO

321
508

ELVA
ELVA

A statistical report example is given in Figure 3.
This report is determined by the data selection criterion
(BRNAME 4 'DEPARTMENT-ST»), three row conditions (LOO
«

‘ELVA*, LOG 4 ’-ELVA*, LOG

'ELVA* AND BRNAME
and two column conditions (EMPS<2O, EMPS>IO),
=

=

'GROCERY')

Number of Stores (excluding department stores)
Less than 20
employees

More than 10
employees

InJDlva

3

2

The rest (total)

2

1

The rest (Grocery)

1

1

Figure

3

there may be hundreds of
Ю0), Their sizes vary
greatly, the average being about 15 rows and 6 columns,-

In practical applications,
different reports (usually 3°

...
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Every condition may hold

tens of

comparisons. In the SHQDI

15 6 ■ 22
system,
15x6 report
there
described
separately,
every
cell
were
conditions. If
changing
Besides,
have
to
be
=9O
conditions.
would
15x6
a
the report query would be a difficult task: modifying
of
cell
require
changing
would
15
conditions
column content
powerful
The real-world applications demand more
description requires 1

a

+

+

tools than those of SHQDI, Consequently, the aim of this
paper is to generalize the concept of the statistical re-

port and its generation methods/
In the next section we will introduce the concept of
a generalization of the statistical report.
a matrix form
the
third
section, a minimum matrix form description
In
-

language (МАРШ) will be proposed. The last section will be

devoted to matrix forma in the context of the relational
DBMS; in particular, the notion of a matrix aggregate
function will be introduced,

2, Matrix forms
More than twenty applications built using SHODI, show
that inclusion of the following features would be highly
appreciated:

determination of the number of rows, the number of
that
columns, the corresponding conditions and texts,
depend on the data in the data base (notice that in typical
reports the number of rows is mostly determined
by
the
-

data);

determination of the hierarchical reports
with
rows and columns organized into a hierarchical structure
-

(SHODI provides for imitation of the outward appearance

of
the hierarchical reports C73, but the content description
of such a report has a linear structure
for example,
a
-

row condition is formed

a conjunction of the conditions
levels for this row);
performance of the arithmetical operations on the
groups of rows or columns;
association of.the conditions and the corresponding texts, for example, by using the same variable
in

at

all

as

hierarchy

-

-

both

cases.
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SHODI is not best suited to design

and
The
main
4,
maintain effectively the table in Figure
reason is that the table size depends on the data in the
data base: adding a new location, for example, requires
addition of a new column, and consequently changing the
rows
table query in SHODI, Furthermore, the first two
condition
(BRNAMEe ’GROCERY’), as
should require a single
Example

2.

The stores having more than

15

employees

Figure 4,

well аз the following pairs of rows; the "Total"
column
of all columns; the number of employees
appear both in the selection criterion (IMPS >l5) and in

requires addition

the heading

text. Finally,

creation of such tables

quires a tight interface with the DBMS: for example,

rethe

names of the branches may be taken from one
relation
(LOCA~
of
the
the
names
locations
from
another
(BRANCH),
may
using
the
table
be
formed
the
STORE
TION),
relation.
To include all the enumerated features into a
unified
framework, we introduce the concept of the (data-driven)
matrix form
statistical

-

a generalization of the concept

of

the

account.

Matrix form. Intuitively, we shall introduce
a
matrix form as a result of mutual influence (interference)
of two description schemas (subtrees): the rows
schema
and the columns schema CB], The first subtree’s
leaves
define a n-element row vector, the second subtree’s leaves
a m-element column vector. The n and m values may depend
on data in the database.
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Each element of both vectors defines a relation,
an operation, a text and a name. They may be determined
directly for the element (i,e, for the subtree’s
leaf)

or may be inherited from the higher levels
of
the
subtree. Matrix form is a n x m matrix with row, column
and heading texts. The texts are taken from the row and

vectors. Every

column

cell’s content la determined

by

the relations and operations of the corresponding
row
and column vectors* elements.
To define a query, several types of variables are
Amongst them, the tuple variable (i,e, variable having tuples of a given relation as
its
value
area) is used to describe a sequence of rows or columns-

available.

a row or column per tuple. All the variables may be used
in conditions and
Example

texts.

5. The query

describing the form of Fig,4

(excluding texts) is as follows:
MATRIX

RANGE X BRANCH
RANGE T LOCATION

DATA STORE WHERE EMPS >l5
ROW (WHERE BRNAME ж X.BRNAME
ROW
ROW (SUM EMPS))
COL (WHERE LOG

=

Y.LOG)

COL

In a tree form, this description might be as

follows:

MATRIX
COL
ROW

ROW(SUM,,,)

Tuple variables X, Y have their values as tuples
the relations BRANCH and. LOCATION, correspondingly.
The form table is built using the relation STORE (DATA
STORE), using the condition EMPS >ls, The descriptions
given for the higher levels of the tree are carried down
to the lower levels, so the relation STORE is
used for
all the rows and columns, adding only the complementary
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restrictions (WHERE,,,), The restriction WHERE BRNO
a X.BRNO determines a separate row for each branch.

ж

If
the operation name la not given, it is taken to be COUNT,
so the description ROW determines a row to be filled wltti
a number of tuples in this row's

relation.

3, A simple matrix form description language
In principle, a matrix form description language
should provide a range of powerful data definition and
manipulation

facilities. It would be ideal to

design and

implement such a language in its entirety. We did

not

follow this approach, because our goal was to develop an
еаэу-to-implement language, compatible with
different
data manipulation systems. So we propose a minimum language to deal specifically with the matrix forms (МАРШ),
In so doing, we suppose that, whenever possible,
the
traditional functions (e,g, data selection using several
files) are realized by the "environment”: OS,
DBMS,
high-level language, etc, (henceforth referred to as "the
environment system"). Some ways to achieve this goal vdll
be discussed in the next section.
The external representation of MARM is linear. It
is supposed, that the linear representation and
its
syntax offer good tools to describe functions
of
a

Furthermore, the linear query may easily be
stored and modified. The subjects of the interactive user
dialogue, the graphic form description and the language
implementation will be presented in a separate paper,
A form description consists of the following
language.

components:
-

-

-

-

-

connection with the environment system
data description
data manipulation and localization
form table description

form, row and column heading description.

only the last two components.
Form table description. Using the DATA and WHERE
clauses, a relation is associated with each
and
row
We shall describe

column.

Every cell is associated with the intersection
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of the corresponding row and column relations.
Similarly, every cell is associated with operations

They
may
for the corresponding row and column.
aggregate operations (COUNT, SUM, ~,), row/column
nipulation operations (ARIT) or READ operation.

be

ma-

The aggregate operations are performed first. If a
cell is associated with two aggregate operations, the cell
operation is selected according to the following tablei

Cell's content is the result of performing
aggregate operation on cell's relation.

cell's

Firstly, all the cells, associated with two aggregate
operations

are filled. To indicate the order of the row
or column evaluation, the row or column names
may
be
specified in the ORDER-clause,
Form, row and column headings specify both the fixed
part and the changing part of the form template. The texts
are described in the TEXT-clause as strings (fixed text)
and variables (changing text).
Example

4. The query

for the matrix form

in Figure

4:

MATRIX READ NQEMP
RANGE X BRANCH
RANGE Y LOCATION

DATA STORE WHERE EMPS NQEMP
TEXT 'THE STORES HAVING MORE THAN» NQEMP 'EMPLOYEES*
ROW (WHERE BRNAME=X,BRNAME TEXT
X.BRNAME
ROW (TEXT 'NO OP STORES’)
ROW (SUM EMPS TEXT 'NO OF EMPS’))
COL (WHERE LOGaY.LOC TEXT Y.LOC)
COL (TEXT 'TOTAL')
>

la the implementation we use the experience
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gained

with the SHQDI system and its predecessors

C9, 6], In
those systems, the query is interpreted, A version of
a form program generator is implemented on SM-4 computer.
The generator produces a separate Fortran program for
every matrix form query CIO],
As there exist a whole range of algorithms

for
MARM
kit
rather than a "translator" or "interpretor". Every tool
all
is best suited to some kind of queries, but they
fit in the MARM language framework. Selection
of the
by the
proper tool may be performed automatically or
optimizing different subclasses of queries, the
implementation is designed to be a software tool

user.
4, Matrix aggregate functions
In this section we shall develop an interface between the matrix form description language and an
environment system
a relational DBMS, The high level of
-

the relational languages (manipulating relations,
just records) is well-compatible with MARM
a
-

not
high

level specification language. We alao believe that the
difference between the reports and the matrix forms is
best illustrated by the relational language example.
The most important differences between the matrix
forma and the reports are as follows. Firstly, a matrix
form has two groups of selection conditions, whilst the
report is determined by one condition (or one group of

conditions,

one series

of conditions

if we
use
several relations for data selection). Secondly,a matrix
mostly
form consists mostly of derived data, a report
of "pure” data. In principle, every item in matrix foim
or

-

-

means of relational DBMS aggregate
functions COUNT, SUM, etc.
An aggregate function takes a relation of an argument and returns a value as a result. For example,

might be computed by

the following query in SEQUEL 2 language C 52 specifies
the upper-left cell of the table in Figure 4i
SELECT COUNT (*)
FROM STORE

WHERE BRNAME='GROCERY* AND LOC='KEILA* AND
EMPS
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>l5.

In many relational query languages there is also
a possibility to partition the tuples of a relation by
equal values of a certain attribute and apply the aggregate function to each subset of tuples. Such an operation
may be characterized as a vector aggregate function
name
a function that gets a relation and an attribute
as input and returns a vector aa output. For example, a

SEQUEL 2 query
SELECT LOG, COUNT
FROM STORE

(»)

GROUP BY LX

results in the heading and the first row of the table
in Figure 4, The length of the row depends on data in
the STORE file.
of the
Notice that the row or column conditions
table in Figure 3 are not mutually exclusive. In general,
a tabel of such kind cannot be specified by means
of
GROUP BY, it needs n x m COUNT-clauses, where n
number
of rows, m
number of columns. Furthermore, the usual
DBMS has no means for automated creation of forma like
-

-

that in Figure 4, In real-life forms one can see both
situations simultaneously: for example, a group of rows
with mutually exclusive selection conditions
may be
followed by a couple of rows with overlapping selection

criteria,
A simple nx m form with fixed n and m
may be
described as a matrix aggregate function with n+m+l arguments, The arguments are a relation and n+m conditions,

on the attributes of the relation. The result
x matrix. Every cell contains the number
of
tuples, which satisfy simultaneously the row and column
conditions. For example, in SEQUEL 2 the matrix aggregate function for the Figure 5 tabel might look
as
specified

is an

m

follows:
SELECT

MATR~PORM

(ROW

LX.’ELVA' LX d ’ELYA*
AND BRNAME» GRXERY
»

COL EMPS <2O EMPS >1,0)
PROM STORE

WHERE BRNAME^•DEPARTMENT-ST *,
40

•

Notice that the data selection operation
is
WHEHB-clauses),
(FROM- and

performed by DBMS language

Similarly, more complex forms may be described as
matrix aggregate functions. Such a function takes
one
(more
or several relations as one input, two groups

two hierarchies) of relations
as another
and
returns
input,
a matrix form table as the output.

precisely

-

Conclusion

A subclass of widely used office documents
matrix
forms is specified, A matrix form is determined by two
hierarchical specification schemas and contains mostly
-

derived data. Both specification schemas determine
a
data-driven series of relations, operations
and texts.
The matrix form is composed as the result of interferation of these two series,
A minimum matrix form specification language

is
assumption
with
the
that
the
proposed,
traditional data
operations
description, manipulation and localization

are performed by the environment system. An
interface
between this language and an environment system (a relational DBMS) is proposed to take the shape
of
a
matrix aggregate function
a generalization
of
the
conventional aggregate function in the relational DBMS.
-
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STATOS
A COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR SOCIO-ECONOMIC
DATA ANALYSIS
-

Abstract
A general description of STATOS, a computer system for
the statistical analysis and handling of socio-economic data
is presented. The STATOS system,

the control language of

the package, data management subsystem programs and the
statistical analysis programs are described.

STATOS ia a package for data handling and

tical

analyaia created

at

atatiathe Department of Data Process-

ing of Tallinn Technical University and has been in

use

WANGsince 1978, The first version waa implemented on
-2200 computer. The aecond one which ia more advanced and
powerful waa applied on EC computer under OS/TSO, The network base management ayatem DDMF ia uaed for data handlirg

and manipulation, A new version for SM-4 computer
ia
under development,
A general description of the ayatem will be preaente<

here, A manual published in Russian ia available CBl,
STATOS haa found many users in the USSR because
of
ita
flexibility, extensibility and ease of use.
1, General description of the ayatem
One of the moat important and unique aapecta
of
STATOS ia ita orientation to the developed data manipulaanalyaia
tion and handling techniquea. All atatiatical

programa

of the ayatem read data from a
special STATOSfiIe created by the data management subsystem.
This
method has several advantages.
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First, data may be listed, verified and, if necessprior to the usage. Second, the data
edited
stored
ary,
in a file can be analysed by several statistical analysis
programs, Eventually, new files can be created by merging, transforming and partitioning of the existing files.
Figure 1 shows

a general organisational

schema

of

STATOS,

Figure 1. An organisational schema of STATOS

STATOS programs may be split into two classes*
data management subsystem
-

-

statistical data

analysis subsystem.

The data management subsystem may be further divided
into the following groups:
(1) Programs of data base management subsystem
DDMF.

means of these programs a network data base
is
created. These programs are used by the
integrated
application generation system SHODI, and are hidden
from the end-user.

By
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(2) Programs of the SHODI integrated application generation system. These programs form the kernel
of
data management subsystem. With these programs
data handling tasks are performed: updating,

generation, reorganisation,

the

all

report

etc,

(3) Data selecting, transforming and merging programs in
order to create STATOS-fties.
The statistical programs use the data of a STATOSanalysis the STATOS-file
must
be updated by the programs of this group.

fiIe. Before statistical

As shown in Figure 1 STATOS can be used in
main ways:

two

(1) Update directly STATOB-file and then make the statistical analysis. This is the moat simple, helpful
and frequently used way, particularly
when
the
number of data entries is small,
(2) Update with the help of the application

generator
system SHODI the data base. It is useful when
the
storing
number of data entries is high, data
and
preliminary investigation are necessary.

The statistical analysis of data can be made
ing one of the following programs:

SAGETO: Generation of

contingency tables and
culation of table statistics

cal-

MEANST: Calculation of descriptive statistics (mean,
sample standard deviation
and variance,

standard error of mean, maximum and minimum
values of population, the coefficients of
asymmetry and excess)
CORREI: Correlation and regression analysis
STEPRG: Multiple regression analysis
FNC 10: Nonlinear regression analysis
PWREGR: Piecewise regression
GRAFPE: Scatter plots and histograms
CLSTRT: Cluster analysts

45

FACTO: Factor analysis
MDISC: Discriminant analysis.

Notice should be taken of one more aspect.
One of the major principles of the implementation of
the given package is its extensibility. It can be extended
along different lines. First, to widen the package by new
methods of statistical analysis. Second, the system of the
data base used can be changed. It is achieved by
using

the STATOS-file as a work-file.
All those programs are quite complex and have
specific features enabling a client to get a better
of his data.

many
view

2, Systems control language
To control STATOS-package one has
to use a simple
key-word language to fix parameters of a given
program
(a list of keyword в value type terms in any order, separated by commas). Three ways are available:

(1) name of parameter
(2) name

of

s

a constant

the element of an array

в

a constant

(5) name of an array
a list of constants, where
the constant may be either of the type
of
integer, real or symbol; and the list of constants is a sequence of the above mentioned
constants being separated by commas.
«

To open that list one has to use keyword &SEDA,
&END,

to

close it

E.g.,
&

SEDA

M

m

NAME

10, XMISS

One has to

«

a

*EXMP», IND
0.,
END

.

1,2, 3,5,

&

keep in mind that:

(1) The order of parameters in the language is not important,
(2) The values

of parameter must be written on
one
line
whereas the key-word and the parameter value
may be
written on different lines.
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(5) Blank symbols are not allowed in key-words and .constants,
5, Data management subsystem
We will not describe the programs of the integrated
system SHODI, This description is presented in C2D,
We
concentrate on programs to create, transform and merge

STATOS-filea.
The first of those programs FILBFM creates a STATOSlogical conditions
fiIe from the data base using
and
stores
transformations. The second program ШНЕО
data
directly into STATOS-file,
are found
Syntactic errors
by
special
and displayed. Data elements are separated
symbols. The third program SISEI has the

goal, only
data input is organized positionally through Format statement in FORTRAN, The fourth program FFORM selects records
from an old STATOS-file by logical conditions,
transnew
forms them and creates a
STATOS-file,

same

There are also programs to transpose, sort and merge
the given STATOS-flies.
Program

FILEFM

Function

Brief description

Creation of STATOS-

Data from the data base

file from DB

are selected by the logical condition, transformed
and written to the STATOSfile

THEO

Direct entry to
STATOS-file

Data are directly stored
in the STATOS file.
Syntactic errors are
cleared out and displayed.
Special separators
are
used for data.

SISE 1

The same work is done but
instead of separators data

1»

are determined positionally
(Format statement in

FORTRAN)

4?

Function

Program

FFORM

Short description

Transformation of

Records are selected

the STATOS-file

Ъу logical conditions

from the old STATOS-

file, then transformed,
and the new STATOSfile is

Transposition

GOPTF

of

the STATOS-file
SFSORT

Sorting

of the

created.

The STATOS-file

is

transposed.
According to the key

records are sorted

STATOS-file

in the ascending order.
Merging

MESTM

of
STATOS-file

the

Two STATQS—files are
connected by the value
of the key and a new
STATOS-file

is

created.

4v Statistical

analysis subsystem

When the STATOS—file la created, we may

start data

analysis. As the general ideas of data analysis are wellknown, we describe only some of more interesting
parameters or variations of implemented methods.
The program for contingency table creation generates at least "150 tables with their frequencies on one
pass of STATOS-file percentages and all kind
of
stat-

istics,*

The program for correlation and regression analysis
makes a lot to make the client»a life
easier. It displays
maximum spanning tree of the
correlation matrix
and
represents the set of variables in the order
of their

descending influence.
We want to make special mention

nonlinear

of the program for

regression analysis ENCIO which is

written

along the lines of Tukey's Exploratory
Data Analysis. We
have added a technique to
determine the form of a

linear function automatically,*
4-в

non-

The same

program

is

used

as

a subroutine for

piecewise regression where N data points
К classes and for every class a nonlinear

are split into
curve is fitted

(if needed),

STATOS has also employed several methods for highdimensional data visualization using methods represented
in Г 53,’ For data clustering we have a rich choice
original methods based on the theory of monotonic

of
sys-

tems.
To conclude with our system has found many

fol-

lowers in the USSR due to its flexibility, extensibility
and ease of use.
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A PRECEDENCE GRAMMAR FOR ADA
Abstract
An (1, l)-context

precedence

grammar for

the program-

ming language Ada is presented. Some methods for transforming grammar into the precedence form are discussed.

preAn Ada (1,1)-context precedence grammar ia
sented here. The grammar corresponds to full ADA 1983
standard [33 as strictly aa ambiguities and
inexactitudes present in it allow. Changes introduced for
repaper
[23
another
moving the drawbacks are described in
removing
this
Methods
used
for
precedence
of
volume.
conflicts are also discussed.
Precedence grammar is one of the quickest to parse.
The
However, the ease of parsing has to be paid for.
Ada
precedence grammars tend to be rather big (the
gram-

ca 4-50 nonterminals
639 productions) and are difficult to understand.

mar to

be presented contains

and

Transformations into a precedence form and compile-time
transformation of precedence grammar parse
tree into
some more economical form (abstract syntax tree, e,g,
for Ada Diana [53 tree) cannot be overlooked also.
To transform the grammar into a precedence form,

i,e, remove precedence conflicts a method ia used here
which ia different from that described in [l3, 5.5.4.
Removing precedence conflicts involves the coding of left
contexts of conflicting nonterminals in the right aide
of productions, using new nonterminals. To
remove
a
conflict not only the left nonterminal from the
con-
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СIД), but the whole prefix of the
conflicting nonterminal ia renamed. For example, in Ada
from the production 3,8,1 C33 incomplete_typejieclaration:*
incomplete_type_declaration:=

flicting pair (as in

TYPE Identifier discriminantjpart»
follows that the precedence relation Identifier

=

;

holds.
But the relation Identifier
tiona from 3,3,1, 3.4.5

full_type declaration

;

holds also, since by produc*

**

TYPE Identifier diaoriminantjpart
tion

IS

type_defini-

;

type_definition

:«

,

,

,

derived_type_deftnition

derived_type_definition
*«

NEW aubtype_indication

and from nonterminal

subtype_indication can

,

,

,

be

derived Identificator. Which one of the relations A,< must
be used depends on the left context of the
nonterminal

Identifier, Therefore to remove the conflict,

a

new

nonterminal typeid ia introduced*
typeid *ж TYPE Identificator

The right aides of productions for nonterminals inand f
are
correspondingly changed. Such a method for removing conflicts makes the right hand aides of productions
and compiling faster.

short

The grammar ia produced and tested, using Compiler
Generating System ELMA Е4Ц developed at Tallinn Technical
University, The productions in the grammar below
are
mostly invertible, i,e, the right hand aide of
productions uniquely determines the nonterminal on the
left;
only 127 two-aide (i,e, (1,1)) context pairs have to be

remembered.
In the following, the Ada terminals are
written
only, all the other words
are
nonterminals. Nonterminals starting with a capital letter

using capital letters

are lexemes,

Ada

simple separators

<>+-&*/!
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are

»»,():■

and composite separators
:>

<>-<>

*•

/«

<

*

«

»

M

>=

comp

is

compun

is unit

unit

ta

comp

comp compun

i

withcl compun

i
i

prgmdcl

i

packdd

used compun

I

gendcl

i

geninat

i

probd j subunit

withcl

ia withid

withid

is

withidc

te withid

used

uaenm
is uaenm
ta USE nm I uaenmc nm
)
is separa nm
probd

usenmc
uaenm
aubunit

;

WITH Ident I withidc Ident

ta

,

;

,

aepars

:>

bdystub

is prgmapec IS SEPARATE

SEPARATE
|

(

packbdid SEPARATE

idlt

is

idltc

is

idltk

is idlt

typid

is

abtypid

is SUBTYPE Ident IS

begatma

;=

t

i

taskbdid SEPARATE

Ident I idltc Ident
idlt
,

s

TYPE Ident
BEGIN seqatma

END ; i END Ident
end 2 ts endl I END String
idconat :■ idltk CONSTANT
idnm
is idltk nm
idnme
is idnm ta
idsbtp
is idltk sbtpindc
endl

;

;

=

idabtpe

ta

idabtp :■

nms
nma

Sb

nm

is

nm*

prgma

ts

prgmid

prargaaa

ta

praraas

prgmid

is PRAGMA Ident

prgma

ta prgmid

praraas

ta prgma expr

praraaac

ta

praraas

pram

ta

prgms Ident

;

;

(

i prargaas

;

;

)

(

i praraasc expr i pram expr

,

I praraasc Ident
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;

baadcl

i

sa numdcl

excpdcl

objdcl i typdcl i prgmdcl i taakdcl I
i rendcl i packdcl I aubtpdcl i gendcl I

geninat
compdcl

I comcon I arcn

objdcl

ts

aren

sa idltk arrenatr i idconat

arena

г*

ideonnm

ss idconat

arcn

;

;

I arena

expr

;

arrenatr

:k

nm

idconabt :b idconat abtpindc
idcone
compcon
numdcl

:s ideonnm :s i idconabt

typdcl

sb

sb

dfcondef

t

idconabt
Sb expr ;

i

inctpdcl

:b idconat

flltpdcl

flltpdcl sa inetpiam typdef
inetpiam
inetpia
typdef

:=

inetpia

sb

inctp IS

sb

abtpindc

Ss

fconatr

s= daim

i

i

: =

i

newnm

:«

NEW nm

enumdef

:s enuma

enuma
enumac

:s al enumlit

enuma

B

Ident

:

: £

:

e

newnm rngc

i enumac enumlit

i

String

(

rngc

arrdef

Ss

arrunc I arrenatr

s*

ARRAY

(

sb arraya
:*

Sa

newnm fconatr

,

:s fconatr

arrlc
ind

I

)

realdef
arraya
arrl

;

daim rngc
DIGITS aimexpr DELTA aimexpr
ss RANGE rng I RANGE attr
aimexpr
aimexpr
j=

Ss

enumlit

pritpdcl

;

abtypid nm ;
sbtypid sbtpindc
nm rngc i nm fconatr

s&

arrl

;

i realdef i reedef i derdef i intdef i
i accdef

newnm

al
intdef

idcone expr

i

aubtpdcl

rng
derdef

I

Ss

I

Ss enumdef

arrdef

daira
rngc

;

i

ind

arrlc ind

,

nm RANGE

<

>

indlat

sa arrl

arrunc

ss indlat nm

arrcnl

Ss arraya inden

)QP

i

indlat abtpindc

i

arrcnlc inden
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arrcnlc
indcn

is

arrcnl

is

nm i

,

i

abtpindc

indcnlat is arrcnl

rng

OP

)

arrcnatr

is

complat

is RECORD compdcl

i indcnlat

indcnlat nm

varn compdcl

i

compdcl

is

varid
varpt

is RECORD CASE

dacrapec

;

abtpindc

complat compdcl

|

I

;

idabtpe expr
i complat CASE I

ts varid Ident IS WHEN

varn CASE
complat WHEN i varnn

I

WHEN i varend WHEN
is varn nullatmt
varnn
varn
is varchlat
is complat endcaae I varend endcaae I varnn endcaae
varend
varchlat is varpt ch I varpth ch
is varchlat I
varpth
->

ch

is

recdef

ts RECORD nullatmt endrec

l

aimexpr

I

OTHERS

I rng
varend endrec

abtpindc

I

I

complat endrec

endrec

i=

END RECORD

accdef

ts

ACCESS nm

typida

ts typid

dacrapec is idnm

i

ACCESS abtpindc

(

l idnme expr

diacrltc

ts

diacrlt

discrlt

isstypida dacrapec

inctp

ts

diacrlt

inctpdcl

is

inctp

declpt

ts

baadclit

baadclit

ts

baadcl< repel

bodyk

ts

probd

probd

ts

nm

Js Ident

indcomp

is

indelat

ts nms inx

indlatc

ts

inx
chlatn
chlat

ts

is chlat

aelcomp

ts

attr

is

;

)

I

I

diacrltc dacrapec

typid

;

i bodyk
declpt bodyk

1

i

uaecl

I bdyatub
abprgmbd | packbd
i

String

indelat

I

declpt baadclit

l

prgma

i

l

I taakbd

aelcomp

1

indcomp

i

attr

)

1 indlatc inx

indelat
expr i abtpindc
,

->

i

rng

I

chlatn

expr

ts Ident

I chlat l Ident I String l chlat i String
nm,ldent i nm,String i nm.ALL
nma Ident i nma DELTA I nma DIGITS I nma RANGE
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aggr

!e agg

agg

:■

aggc
chatlt

is

agg

:b

a? oh i chatlth oh i aggc ch

chatlth

tat chatlt I

s

3

s«

)

аЗ expr i chatltn expr i aggc expr
,

(

chatltn
expr

ts chatlt

relandl
relorl

rel AND rel I relandl AND rel
ts rel OR rel l relorl OR rel

relxorl

ts rel XOR rel

relatl

ts

ath
reloel

ts AND THEN

oe
rel

ts

i relandl i relorl i relxorl i relatl i reldel

rel

tx

rel ath rel

I reloel oe rel

t= rel oe rel
ts OR ELSE
ts

i

aimexprl

I relxorl XOR rel
I relatl ath rel

i

aimexprl ni rng

aimexprl ni

nm

|

aimexprl relop aimexprl

ni
relop

is

IN 1 NOT IN

t

s |

aimexprl

ts

aimexpr

aimexpr

ts

terml

terml

ts

term

=

/в I

I

I

I
i

<

<s

|

i

|

|>

>

s

alloc

terml
terml addop term
tmadop

addop
unadop

ts

+

ts

+

term
multop

ts fact

fact

ts prim

prim

ts

NULL

qalfexpr

ts

nma aggr

alloc
aeqatm

derdef i NEW.qalfexpr
atmt i aeqatm atmt
ts atm i label atm
ts nullatmt
aaanatmt exitatmt

atmt
atm

ts

*

-

|

&

-

|

/

I

t term multop fact
i MOD i REM

i prim

prim

••

Conat

i

nm

|

ABS prim i NOT prim
|

qalfexpr

ts
ts

i

delatmt i raiaatmt
aboatmt codeatmt

caaeatmt

label

ts

nullatmt

ts

Ident
NULL ;
«

aaanatmt ts nm
ifatmt

i

aggr

ts

tx

i

i

I

block

i

»

expr

proccall

ifatmt

aelatmt

label

;

ifalg END IP

i

I

i

;
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«

I

I

i gotoatmt I

I retatmt I
loopatmt accatmt

i

prgma
Ident

»

I

IP exprthn

i

ifpt

ta

exprthn

ta expr THEN

elaifpt

la ELSIF exprthn
is ifpt

caaeatmt

i

ifpt elaifpt

aeqatma

ifpt ELSE aeqatma

is alternl endcaae

endcase

ta

altern

la caaeexpr

caaechl

la altern ch

END CASE

;

WHEN I alternl WHEN
i caaechlh oh

caaechlh is caaechll
alternn
ia caaechl

—>

alternl

aeqatma

is alternn

loopatmt ia loopbody endloop

iterach

;

ford

ta LOOP i WHILE expr LOOP i fOrel LOOP
ta forid nm i forid abtpindc i forid rng

fori

is FOR Ident

forid

is fori i

endl

ta END LOOP

IN
fori REVERSE

endloop ta endl i endl Ident
loopbody ia idltk iter i iter
iterach aeqatma

iter

is

block

ta idltk blckdcl

blckbd

ta blckbody endl

blckdcl

ia blckdcls blckbd

blckdcla

ta DECLARE

blcbody

is

I

I blckdcl I blckbd

DECLARE declpt

begatma exphndlr

I

begatma

EXIT i EXIT nm
exitatmt is exitnm WHEN expr ; I exitnm ;
retatmt ta RETURN J I RETURN expr J
gotoatmt ta GOTO nm ;
prgmdcl
ta prgmapec ;
prgmapec ia procid i procfmpt i funret nm
funret
la funid RETURN I funfmpt RETURN
exitnm

is

procid

is PROCEDURE Ident

funid

is FUNCTION Ident

procida

is procid

i FUNCTION

funida

ta funid

profml

is procida dacrapec

profmlc

String

(
(

i

procida prmapec
profmlc dacrapec i procida prmapec
is profml ;
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funfml

funfmlc

ta

;*

idmnm
prmapec

ta

Idnme

5a

i funida prmapec I
funfmlc dacrapec I funfmlc prmapec
funfml ;
funida dacrapec

idltk mode nm
I idmnm

ta idnme expr

idmnm

ta

ta IN l IN OUT
proofmpt ta profml )

I

mode

OUT

ta funfml )
funfmpt
abprgmbd ta prgmdcpt blckbody end

i

prgmdcpt ta prgmapia

2

prgmapia declpt

prgmapia ta prgmapec IS
proccall ta nm ;
packdcl
ta packapec

i

packdpt endl

packapec

ta

packid

ta PACKAGE Ident

packidia

ta packid IS

i

packidia

packdpt privpt endl

packdpt

t=

privpt

ta PRIVATE l privpt

packbd

ta packbdd endl

packbod

ta

baadclit
baadclit

packdpt

i

packbdd blcbd

PACKAGE BODY

packbdid. ta packbod Ident IS
packbod
ta packbdid declpt I packbdid
pritpdcl

ta

inctpia

PRIVATE

;

inctpia LIMITED PRIVATE

dfcondef ta idconnm ;
ta idnm renmpt
rendcl

i

packid renmpt

;

idltk EXCEPTION renmpt
i prgmapec renmpt

renmpt

ta

taakdcl

ta

taakapec

taakid taakrep endl
TASK Ident i TASK TYPE Ident
ta taakid IS i taakent entdcl
ta taakent
taakrep repel

taakid

taakent
taakrep
entdcl
enid
enidr
enida
enidra

RENAMES nm
taakapec ;

|

;

i

ta
ta

enid

;

i

i

enidr ; i enfmpt;
ENTRY Ident
ta enida nm )
enida rng )
ta enid (
ta enidr (
ta
ta

i
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i

enids abtpindc

)

enfmptl

:*

enida dacrapec

i enidra

enids prmapec

enidra ргшарес

I

dacrapec i

I

enfmptlc dacrapec 1 enfmptlc prmapec
enfmptlc

:=

enfmptl

;

taakbd

s= enfmptl )
s= taakbddl blckbody endl

taakbdid

:=

taakbddl

t=

accptid

:=

ACCEPT Ident

accptida

:»

accptid

enfmpt

accptind

accinda

u
:s

accfml

TASK BODY Ident IS

taakbdid

taakbdid declpt

i
(

accptida expr
accptind

)

)

i

accptida dacrapec

accptida prmapec

I

accinda dacrapec I accinda prmapec I
accfmlc dacrapec i accfmlc prmapec

accfmlc

:«

accfml

accfmpt

:=

accptida

accatmt

:=

accptid

.;

i
;

accfml

)

i accfmpt

;

J

accfmpt DO aeqatma endl

delatmt

in

aelatmt

:«

aelwait

is

aelbeg

aelw

—>

is

aeld

ts

aelaltl

:b

aelor

t=

selorbeg

s=

aelorw

i=

aelord

:=

aelorpt

in

aelelae

s=

endael

in

condentr
aelnm

in

aelelae
tmdentr
aelort

DELAY aimexpr ;
aelwait i condentr i tmdentr
aelaltl endael I aelorpt endael i aelelae
endael
SELECT I SELECT WHEN expr
aelbeg accatmt_l aelw atmt
aelbeg delatmt i aeld atmt
aelw i aeld I aelbeg TERMINATE ;
aelaltl OR i aelorpt OR
aelor i aelor WHEN expr->
aelorbeg accatmt I aelorw atmt
aelorbeg delatmt I aelord atmt
aelorw | aelord l aelorbeg TERMINATE;
aelaltl ELSE i aelorpt ELSEiaelelae atmt
END SELECT ;
aelelae endael
; i aelnra atmt
SELECT nm
aelnm ELSE I aelelae atmt
aelort endael
aelnm OR delatmt i aelort atmt

is
:»

:si
sb
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aboatmt

ts abonm

abonm

:a ABORT nm i abonmc nm

abonmc

is

excpdcl

ts idltk

»

abonm

f

EXCEPTION

;

exphndlr is exchltn aeqatma
excwh
is EXCEPTION WHEN I exphndlr WHEN

exchlt

is excwh exch

exchlth

is exchlt

exchltn

is

i exchlth exch

I
exchlt
is nm I OTHERS
->

exch
ralaatmt is RAISE

i

;

is

gnfmpt

ts GENERIC

nm

RAISE

gnfmpt prgmdcl

gendcl

I

;

gnfmpt packdcl

i

gnfmpt dacrcpec I gnfmpt prmapec
gnfmpt prltpdcl i gnfmpt gntpdef ; i

gnfmpt withpt ;
inctpla (О) i inctpia RANGE
I
inctpia arrdef i inctpia accdef
withprgm is WITH prgmapec
withpt
is withprgma withprgm IS nm i withprgm IS <
gninat
ts packidia newnm i prgmapia newnm i funid ia
gntpdef

is

<>

newnm
geninat

ts gninat

repel

ts

forid

forid AT aimexpr
ts FOR Ident USE
ts FOR attr USE

forattr

forattr

is recrep

aligncl

;

aimexpr

endrec

forid aggr

;

i

1 recrepol

;

forid RECORD aligncl

recrep compel
codeatmt ts qalfexpr

;

;

i

ts forid RECORD

i

;

;

ts AT МОЮ aimexpr

compel
ts nmatamex rngc
nmatamex ts nm AT aimexpr
recrep

i

;
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SOME REMARKS ON ADA REFERENCE MANUAL GRAMMAR

AND SYNTAX
Abstract
Inexactitudes and ambiguities present in Ada Reference
Manual syntax grammar are discussed. Alternative

structs to improve the grammar are presented.

con-

Alterna-

tives are also suggested to remove some undesirable fea-

tures of Ada syntax (nonuniform
similar

constructs,

etc,

syntax

of

semantically

).

Syntax of programming languages and methods
of
syntax presentation and analysis have been thoroughly
investigated. Usually language syntax is defined in two
stepsj

introduced,
(Backus-Naur) grammar or, equival-

first, the context-free features are

using a context-free

ently, syntax charts, etc,,and then the context-dependent
restrictions are presented, Gompile-time syntax control
follows the same pattern. Syntax analyser (parser) checks
programs correspondence to the context-free syntax grammar of the language. Correctness of context-dependent features is investigated later. Thus usually even

by

word "syntax" only context-free features of syntax

the

are

understood.
Since the pioneering works of J.W, Backus
and
P, Naur it is commonly agreed that the abstract, succinct
form of grammar greatly improves syntax presentation and
makes it easier to avoid different implementations.
Un-

fortunately, up to now no good formalisms for
presentation of syntax context-dependent
features have been
found. The only widely known attempt to give an abstract
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syntax was the Algol-68 syntax
van Wijngaardens two-level grammar C6]*'

presentation of the whole
presentation hy

Syntax analyser is derived directly (in compiler-

systems automatically) from the syntax grammar, Therefore the languages Reference Manual (RM) grammar should obey some nearly obvious conditions:
a. The whole syntax must be presented in a
for adprecise, concise way. There should be no need
generating

ditional verbal clarifications about the context-free
features of syntax, scattered around in RM, Useless nonterminals, which do not occur on the right hand aide of
productions should be

excluded.

constructs
its
parse tree (derivation tree). Since this tree reflects
the semantics of the program, unambiguity is of utmost
Besides syntax analysis parser

importance, i,e, for every syntactically correct program
only one parse tree is allowed. In terms of grammar;:

b. RM grammar must be

unambiguous.

Syntax grammar is also used to learn the
syntax and to check for syntactic errors, thus

language

c. Grammar must be user-oriented,
nonterminals
system of the grammar must be as simple
possible
as
and chosen according to the language semantics,
d. The syntax of the language must be designed to
(semantically) similar constructs should
have similar syntax, no exceptions are
allowed.
For compiler-writers the following features
are
help the user

also desirable:

e. RM grammar should belong to some well-known
class of grammars to allow quick and simple
methods of
analysis. Nowadays LR(I) (LALR(I)) or LL(I) grammar seems
to be moat preferable*
f. The language syntax should be as context-free
as possible, i,e, context sensitive features of syntax
should be avoided if possible. This
makes the
easier to use and compilers far more

efficient.

language

The above features are
somewhat contradictory.
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some
A complete syntax description may involve
rather incomprehensible and awkward constructs in grammar For instance, in Ada several nonterminals are described as nonempty lists, where several choices
for
,

every item are possible (variantjaart,
part). But some restrictions are present on the

occur-

rence of choices, e,g, after occurrence of
of choices only some others are allowed (in

some

parameter passing list positional and named

parameters

are allowed, but once a named parameter

is

kind

procedure

used

the

rest must also be the named ones). These
restrictions
expressed
by
context-free
it
productions, but
can be
the
is rather difficult to understand the result
if
general structure of productions is left unchanged, i,e,
these exceptional items are included in the list. Since
the restrictions are logical and natural, they can be
expressed verbally, as done in Ada RM, A better
solution would be restructuring i of productions removing
these exceptional items from the list.
Restricting the grammar to belong to some definite
class of grammars may also involve difficulties, especially when some class of grammars different from LR(k)
is considered desirable. The precedence grammar
duced

at Tallinn Technical

University for

Ada CIJ

tains ca 500 nonterminals and ca 650 productions

proconand

these figures cannot be essentially decreased; clearly
such a monster is not humanly understandable and
ac-

ceptable.

However, the above features should be present in
every RH grammar as completely as possible, but
this
is not the case with Ada RM grammar C33, Many problems,
discussed earlier £2,53 for Ada 1980 version C43
are
still unsolved, and even some more have come up.
The first question arises already on your first
glance at the grammar. The grammar is preceded by
a
remark stating that "syntax summary is not
part
of

standard definition of Ada programming language". Does
this mean that Ada syntax must be inferred from
the
verbal text and the examples above?
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a,l, The grammar doea not specify the whole syntax.
From RM text it follows that attribute identifiers
include reserved words (grammar terminals) DELTA,
DIGITS,
RANGE to be

taken into consideration in 4,1,4
Z3l
a,2, Nonterminal pragma doea not occur

all.the

paragraphs will be from grammar in

(further
)•

in

right hand side in any production, i,e, the grammar

the
does

not specify the occurrence of pragmas. In RM it is stated
that pragmas are allowed only "after a semicolon
delimiter, but not within a formal part or discriminant part
and at any place where the syntax rules allow a
category whose name ends with "declaration”, "statement",
"clause" or "alternative" or one of the syntactic
categories variant and exception handler, but not in place
of such a construct; also at any place where a
compila-

tion unit would be allowed. Additional restrictions exist
for the placement of specific pragmas".
This passage

is far longer than the one from

ADA
to
(which are
be
solved by language designers rather than by implementors).
The straightforward implementation of this definition would
imply a good deal of ambiguities e,g,, in the production

1980 RM and involves more

problems

for nonterminal

from 3,9

pragma

can be reduced to basio_declaration, representation clause
or
which one is correct? The first sentence
of this definition is also superfluous, since
conall
structs with semicolon as endsymbol are presented in the
-

following, A solution to the placement of pragmas
be given below,
1, Pragma is introduced as an alternative of

will

com-

ponent^declaration, i,e, the corresponding production
from 3,7 is changed to componentjieclaration
t:«
identifier_list t subtype_indication i»expreasion
1 pragma
2, In variant part (3,7,5) pragmas can appear implicitly only at the beginning of the list of
variants;
after the first variant pragmas
are reduced to component
of the previous variants of the
component

declarations
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;

list to avoid ambiguities* Thus the first production of
3,7,3 has to be changed into

variant_part

is«

CASE ident IS

variant

{variant}
END CASE J
of
3, Pragmas must be added as an alternative
corresponding
thus
the
producbasic declarative item,
tion from 3.9 would be basic_declarative_item s;* basic__
declaration

I repreaentation_clause i

use_clause

|

pragma

4, The production for nonterminal laterodedarative_
item is ambiguous (see b.B below). Thus Instead of there
pragma should be added to the production for body

3.9
body_

tla

proper_body

|

body_stub

|

from

pragma

Notice that there must be at least one body before
pragma in the list of basic and later declarative items,
otherwise parsing of pragmas in the declarative part is
ambiguous,

5, Pragma must be an alternative of

case_statement_alternative, thus the

nonterminal

corresponding pro-

duction from 5,4- should be

case_statement_alternative :t>
WHEN choice {choice}
=£

sequence_of_statements
pragma

6, In task specification (9Д) both the entry
replaced
declaration and representation clause can be
by pragma, which makes parsing of pragma between
them
ambiguous. This is

another

syntactical

which is rather troublesome to describe by

construction,
context-free

productions and should therefore be avoided by language
designers. It

can be done by adding pragma as an alter-
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native to the representation clause, changing the
responding production from

cor-

13,1 to

representation_olause

addres_clause | pragma
entry_llst by
entryJList its entry ( entry entry_list I pragma entry-list
so that task^apecificatlon would become (9.1)
task_specification
type_repreaentation_clause

and introducing a new nonterminal

i

: :«

TASK TYPE identifier IS
entry JList
representation_clause
identifier

END

non7, Pragma must belong as an alternative to
terminal select_alternative, i,e, the corresponding production from 9,7,1 should be
select_alternative ::■
WHEN condition

select_wait_alternative
pragma

8, By the above definition pragma is allowed
at
any place where except!on_handler is permitted, but not
in place of it. Since exception handlers form everywhere
lists that probably means that such a list must contain

at least one exception handler among pragmas. This
again rather awkward to describe. These lists
changed everywhere to the following construct*

is

should be

pragma

exce pt i on_handleг
pragma

exception^handler

9, Since pragma could replace a statement, in 5.1
the corresponding production should be changed into
statement
ClabelJ simple_atatement Clabel]
:*«

|

statement

compound_

I pragma
10, Pragmas may appear as part of context clause,
preceding a compilation unit or replace a whole compile—
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tion unit Id the list of compilation units (10. ID, This
it can be re-

again makes parsing of pragma ambiguous

-

duced either to standing alone compilation unit

or

to

the context clause of the next compilation unit. In the
following solution only the latter is allowed»
change
the production for

context_clauae

tta

contextjslause in 10,1.1i t0
with_clause I use_clause | pragma

and
a,3* Nonterminals
useless
and
the
corre4,5
in
are
precedence_operator
sponding productions should be removed from the grammar,

a,4, From the nonterminal declarativeJ?art
empty string can also be derived by 3,9, Thus by

an

5.6

it is allowed that in block statement word DECLARE
is
not followed by any declaration. Introducing such meaningless words is undesirable, but can be easily
corrected, Only productions for nonterminals declarative_paxt
and context_clause allow derivation of an empty string.
Since Compiler Generators often do not allow such propossiductions, it would be better to exclude such a
bility also from RM grammar. For nonterminal declarative_
part it is especially logical, since it is
everywhere
used as optional, i,e, here empty string is also ambigu-

ous.
The word DECLARE is used only before block declara-

tions, in all other constructs (package, subprogram,
task) declarations are not preceded by it, what clearly
contradicts to the language syntax design principle e,
from
above. It would be better to omit the word also
block (or use it everywhere). This would not imply any
new difficulties and the syntax would become

more

homogeneous,

a,5, In some places grammar could be made

exact, e,g, in the productions for exit (5,7) and

more
goto

(5,9) statements instead of name identifier should be
used, RM explicitly states that these statements could
not transfer control out of a given program unit. Like-

6Э

and
wise, in productions for procedure_call_statement
function_call_atatement (6,4) identifier or
aelected_
component should be used instead of procedure_name, function_name, This holds also for nonterminals

package_name, genericjprocedure jiame, generic_function_
name in productions for nonterminal generic_instantiation
("•2,3) and these replacements remove some
ambiguities
from the grammar (see below).
The grammar is ambiguous in many places,
b,I, A big problem is parsing strings
name (name {, name})

(1)

Nonterminals tndexed_component, slice and function_
call all may look like (1) and have the same
context,
since by 4,1, 4,4

name

indexed_component
I slice
| name
I function_call
Also nonterminal subtype_indication may
appear
aa (I), if the constraint in 3,5,2
aubtype_indication
typejuark constraint
is either index_constraint or discriminant constraint
and again context does not help, since by
3.3.2
type_mark :is name
thus it is impossible to differentiate between the constraint and typemark (i,e, name).
,

primary

,

:,

,

,

I

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

.

,

,

,

::=

Apparently the best solution would be to

distin-

guish between these alternatives by the use of different
syntactic notations, e,g, different kinds of brackets 53;

C

If the syntax is left unchanged, a new nonterminal must
be introduced for every case above and the
nonterminals
name and subtype_indication correspondingly changed, e,g.

subtype_indication presents only alternatives with range,
fixed- or floating-point constraints,
b. 2, Similarly, in procedurejjall_statement (6,4)
it is impossible to say whether the list
in brackets is

actualj?arameter_part or belongs to procedure name (if
all actual parameters are missing, i,e, parameter
association is entirely by position). However,
a procedure
name cannot contain brackets and can be either identifi-
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cator or aelected_component

way a more
removes the ambiguity,

only. In this

specific grammar results which

b,5. Nonterminal "entry_call" (9*5) can be dis(6,4) only semantically

tinguished from

therefore it must be removed from the grammar,

b,4. In parsing generic_instantion (12,5)
impossible to say whether the list in brackets

it

ia

ia generic_

actualjpart or part of generic_package_name
(generic_
procedure__name, generic_function_name). This ambiguity
can be removed either by some kind of "syntactic sugar"
or by allowing generic_procedure_name and genericjf unction__name nonterminals identifier or selected_component

genericjpackagejsame,

only in place of

b,5. Parsing a string
name'ident (expression)
ia also ambiguous. Such a string can be reduced to
either by name
::=

attribute

prefix ts=

::=

name

prefix'attribute_designator

name

identificator (expression)
attributejiesignator
(see 4,1, 4,1,4) or by
name
indexed_component is* prefix (expression)
»*=

>:=

prefix ttx name

t:=

attribute

prefix* attribute designator
attribute
identificator.
attributejiesignator
»:=:

::=

Expressions in parentheses which belong to
designator could be distinguished using different brackets,

(7.4)
b,6. Nonterminal
may look like object_declaration (5.2) and both are basic_
declarations (5.1), i,e, they cannot be separated syntactically, To make a difference, object_declaration
must
be made more exact, and if the word CONSTANT appears
in
object declaration, initialization must be
present; uninitialized constants are deferred constants,

b,7. Many ambiguities contain alternatives for nonterminal primary (4,4).
Nonterminal string_literal must be removed from the
list of alternatives since it can
be reduced
to name
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operator_aymbol (6,1, 4,1),
Nonterminals funotion_call and type__converaion may
look like name (see above), thus either their syntax is
of
changed or they are removed from the
alternatives
through

nonterminal primary.
Nonterminal aggregate may look like another alterchanged
native (expression), thus either its syntax is
or only aggregate is left as an alternative
of primary.
In case it has the form (expression), a semantical subprogram of parser must analyze its meaning,

of
nonterminal
b,B. Nearly all the alternatives
of
the
are
also
alternatives
later_declarative_ltem
nonterminal basic_declarative_item (see 3*9). Introduction
of these two nonterminals seems to follow only
didactic
purposes. To avoid ambiguities later_declarative_item
should be removed from the grammar
and
nonterminal
(3,9) defined by production

declarative_part

basic_declarative_item body

Introduction of nonterminals library__unit and
b,
secondary_unit (10,1) also looks like an attempt to explain semantics of the language by
syntax grammar.
Only semantical

means of context-free
analysis

allows

to

to
subprogram_body is to be reduced
library or secondary unit. To remove the ambiguity these
two nonterminals should be replaced by one, which would
determine whether

cover all their alternatives.
There are other questions related

to nonterminals

system and structure of the grammar.
Why besides nonterminals name and identifier
c,
la introduced nonterminal simple_jaame, which
by 4,1
is always an identifier?

c,2. Nonterminal component jaubtypeJLndication, whidi
also
subtype_indication is
non-essential,

according to 3,7 is simply

c,3. Similar constructs should be
by
described
similar productions
this makes it easier to read the
grammar. For instance, it would be better if productions
-
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unconstrained_array_definition
strained_array_definition were similar,

con-

and

describing

c,
Italicized prefixes should be part of the
grammar, i,e, instead of explaining that they are to
be ignored it would be better to add the corresponding
implementors have to do it anyway,
productions
-

d,

Because of,ambiguities Ada grammar does

not

belong to any parsing-efficient subclass
of contextfree grammars. Even after removing ambiguities
more
places
than two symbols look-ahead is needed in some
(i,e, it cannot be directly transformed into an LR (I)
grammar, see below),
e,

(object

All other identifier declarations

declaration 3.2, component_declaration 5.7, diacriminant_specification 3.7,1 etc.) start with identifler_
with
list, but renaming_declaration (8,5) must start
only one identifier. If similar objects can be
declared together, why can they not be renamed together?
Such irregularities involve difficulties

not

only

for the user, but also for a parser implementor.
terminal identifier_list must be split into two»

Non-

one

for standing alone identifier and the other consisting
of at least two identifiers; all productions
ing

nonterminal identifier_list must

contain-

be changed accord-

ingly. Sufficient (more than two symbols)
look_ahead
would be another solution to determine whether standing alone identifier must be reduced to an identifier_
list (beginning with object, etc, declaration) or not

(beginning with the renaming declaration),
e,2. Nearly all type declarations
follow
the
pattern (see 3.3,1) TYPE identifier discriminantjpart
IS type_definition, where the first symbol derived from
nonterminal type_definition determines the type
in
question (record, array, etc,), but task
finition begins for some reason TYPE TASK

and

type
...

e,3. Nonterminals actual_parameter_part
generic_actual_part (12,3) are very close
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de-

,

(6,4)

seman-

and have also rather similar syntax. There is
for generic_formal_parameter it is
allowed to be also string literal. But in RM grammar
syntax description the similarity is rather difficult
tically

only difference

to

understand,

-

RM productions

expression variable_name
actual parameter
type marfc(variable_name)
;:=

variable_name
type_mark
both reduce after removing syntactical ambiguities to
generic actual_parameter

*:=

expression

subprogram_name entry_name

the same

actual_parameter

::=

expression

generic_actual_parameter

>:■ expression

easier to remember, if
nonterminals
actual_parameter_part and generic_actual_part had the

The syntax were

same syntax,
e,4, Differences between syntax of nonterminals
alternaparameter_specification (6,1) and the first
tive of generic_parameter_specification (12,1)
are
also difficult to remember. In generic_parameter_
specification it is not allowed to use alone mode OUT
and semicolon character is used as endsymbol, but for
parameter_apecification as delimiter, i,e, is missing
after the last one (in Ada 1980 version they had the
same syntax).
The suggestions made above for
changing
Ada
syntax (adding some syntactic "sugar") would make it
more context-free and thus Ada compilation faster.
Here are some more suggestions about Ada syntax.
Word IS in type declarations (see above) makes
them more human, easier to read and understand. This
feature would be good in object declarations
too*
instead of

A, В
C

:

:

T;

CONSTANT TI

*«

Cl

more readable would be
VARIABLES OF TYPE T;
A, В
0
CONSTANT OP TYPE TI
Cl;
:

*

*.
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or even
A, В ARE VARIABLES OF TYPE TJ
C IS A CONSTANT OF TYPE TI EQUAL TO 01J

etc.
The last example indicates, that the syntax suga feature usually

gested would be varying. But this is

some delimiters could be
in good translators
missing, word order cannot be significant, etc, Ada is
rigid
semantically rich, but its syntax is poor and

present

-

and since it is the policy of Ada
not to allow any
dialects, it would be better to introduce some freedom
into its syntax officially,

Ada, being a major development in "big" languages
(which are needed for big applications) is often criticized along the lines "small is beautiful". But
big

can also be beautiful if it is well-organized
and
systematic. Hopefully some of the above remarks
will
be helpful for new Ada standard developers
or
for
designers of other languages.
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A TECHNOLOGY FOR BUILDING A COMPILER-WRITING

SYSTEM
Abstract
Two aspects related to automatic production of a compiler

writing system are discussed.

The use of

the

-

compiler-

writing system for programming with grammar formalism,
and optimization of memory requirements for

precedence

grammars are described.

Computer-aided technologies for programming

are

tools

development.
of the major concerns in software
We will discuss problems related to the automatic production of a compiler-writing system. The main aim is
one

to build a compiler-writing system for practical use and
serial production. The basic aspects involved are;
examination of the compiler-writing system
-

programming with grammar formalism
programming tools for classes

for

as immediate

of structured data

processing tasks
-

minimization of memory requirements for precedcanonical
ence grammars using (1,1)-bounded

context С7Л.
To use grammar formalism as a part of high-level
programming languages, the concept of a tree-structured
variable is introduced C53. This approach enables us to
describe an analytic calculation system [92 and a syntaxoriented input generator for net structured data bases [6]
The minimization of memory requirements consists
of methods and algorithms that permit to convert
the
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initial precedence grammar into the precedence grammar
for which two linear precedence functions exist EH],
The types of conversion that change the structure
of
the precedence grammar rules also change the direction
arcs in the linearisation graph,
is cyclic. The reason for the absence
of the

if the graph
of the preced-

initial precedence grammar is
eliminated by these types of conversions.
Consequently, the information in the precedence matrix
ence functions for the

can be represented by a pair of precedence functions,
p
The matrix consists of n entries and two functions
contain 2n’ entries, when n*
4n, Such a replacement
evokes the following problems:
«

-

-

context quantity minimization for reduction of
precedence grammar rules with equal right

aides

restoration

er-

of the recovery of syntactic

rors in time.

Tree—structured variable. To connect grammar formalism with high-level languages, the concept of the
tree-structured variable is introduced, A tree-structured variable like a common variable in
programming
languages can be described by three attributes: name,
type and value.
In the declaration of a common variable the name
is attached to a given description of the data type.
But in case of a tree-structured variable, the
name
is fixed with a number of data type descriptions. This
description is achieved by describing the rules
that
are similar to the grammar
formalism. To assign a value
i«o common variables, first,
if needed, the conversion
of the type of the assigned value is made and
after
conversion the name is connected to the
With

value.
tree-structured variable its initial value is changed
to the form of a tree and the
name connected to the root

a

of this tree.
The approach described above has
been
used in
creating the analytic calculations system
For
C9D
example, the package for differentiation
has been implemented, The initial expression is converted
into
,
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an expression, which is the derivative

of the

expression. The conversion is followed hy the

initial
calcu-

lation of the derivative.
The declaration of the tree-structured variable
as a universal data input system СбЗ is carried
out

in three stages:
the definition of,logical data baae schema as
a declaration of the tree-structured variable
the description of the input data as a given
value of the tree-structured variable
data selection from data base.
Each given value of the tree-structured variable must
be a data base subschema. Thus the relation
between
the structure of the input data and the logical network of the data base is determined automatically,
and on these bases the access path to a record in the
network is uniquely determined.
The minimization of the syntactic parsers. Here
we will deal with the minimization of such syntactic
parsers that work in the class of precedence
grammar
-

-

-

(1,1)-bounded canonical context reduction C7 l
The use of this method in the system ELMA implies one
more conversion in the following sequence.
First the user writes his language in the form,
using

.

of the regular context-free grammar. Further the context-free rules are automatically transformed into a
precedence grammar and it is verified whether the obtained precedence grammar is reducible using (1,1)-

bounded canonical context or not. This verification is
right
done when grammar includes rules with equal
sides. During the syntactic parse (during reduction

phase), one of the appropriate

rules

must be

chosen.

such a choice it must have a set of (1,1)context (for each rule with equal right side
every
possible pair of single symbol on the left
and right).
To achieve

Eventually, the conversions result in a grammar which
is transformed into the precedence grammar with two
precedence

functions.

At this time in view of practice no
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effective

methods are available for automatic transformation of
a precedence grammar for a grammar for which two precedence functions exist. The author haa employed
a
new method based on the approach of Martin 0143
Babitshev, Pronina, Trahtengerts C2J,

In Martin’s paper

and

П4] it is proved that linear

and only if linearisation graph is acyclic. This graph is a partially directed graph. First the partially directed graph must
precedence functions exist if

be transformed into a graph with the maximum
number
of directed arcs (the undirected arc corresponds
to
the precedence relation ж in the precedence matrix),
on condition that the number of cycles stays unchanged.
This complemented graph orientation is carried out
straight on the precedence matrix. The changed
precedence relations a> are divided into three groups and

are marked
i

-

as follows;

i

( *»

U

.

TSae precedence relation

or

replacing в

with

a
•>

related to groups i
or
the arc is oriented
<•

in the linearisation graph on condition that the number
of cycles remains unchanged. To the group a
are
related those precedence relations s which do
not
adjust

even under additional orientation uniquely.
The acyclic linearisation graph is obtained with
the help of the stratifications to the left and to the

right in the precedence grammar
rules, so that
change the direction of the required arcs.

we

can

In Cll3 it is proved that those stratifications to
the left and right make the linearisation graph acyclic
and the transformed grammar is a precedence grammar.
Up to here the linear precedence
functions have
been observed separately from the syntactic parser.
These modifications which bring along
the replacement
of the precedence matrix with linear precedence
functions in the syntactic parser will be
discussed further.
Between any pair of grammar symbols
there
are
four precedence relations: <-,= ,•> or
"blank" (no pre-
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cedence relation between the corresponding symbols). The
"blank" entries in the matrix are not reflected in
the
correspondence
The
between
linear precedence functions.

matrix M and linear precedence functions
and g is the following:

precedence

M(X,Y)=
M(X,T)s
M(X,Y)x

>

m
<•

implies

f

f(X)7g(T)
f(X) g(Y)
f(X)<g(Y),

implies
implies

=

of recovering
Consequently, both the possibility
syntactic errors in time and that of using
class
K 2
for reduction phase are lost. Those limitations
reduce
improve
the efficiency of syntactic parsers. To
the
efficiency of syntactic errors recovery
concept
the
of partial equivalence < of syntactic parsers is
in-

divided
troduced, The rules of precedence grammar are
into three classes:
to improve the efficiency
K 2,
of reduction phase.
,

Cascade

technique is used for classes

Class IL. consists of rules with different
Classes K 2 and
have rules with equal

,

K

right
right

2,

sides.
sides.

To reduce those (1,1 )-bounded canonical context C.7) determined on the precedence matrix is applied
because
the use of class
class 1Ц is equally efficient.
The ordered vectors have been introduced for restoring

K 2 and

class K

2,

right
Ordered vectors. For all rules with equal
sides an interval between the internal codes
of the

left and right context symbols is indicated.
If
internal code of a current symbol belongs to the

the

cor-

responding internal code during the syntactic parsing,

then the right rule is found. If it is not the case, the
next rule with the same right side is observed.
Reflective-linear ordering between the
context
symbols is necessary to achieve the intervals described
above. In fact, it is possible to construct an example,
in which the reflective-linear ordering of context symbols
does not exist. In Ci2j it is proved that stratifications
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on the rules of precedence grammar into the precedence,
grammar with two linear precedence functions (to transform the initial precedence grammar into the precedence
of
grammar with two precedence functions) are capable
of the symbol in the (1,1)-bounded

changing the appearance

context.

Those stratifications lead to
reflective-linear ordering of context symbols.
parsers
Error detection in the precedence

canonical

precedence grammar

has two

the
for

functions. In the
paper by Ah о and Ullman D 133 the syntactic errors
detection has been studied. They give the division
of
precedence

'’blank" entries into two groups. To the first group belong only those entries that are never consulted during

the parse of any input. The second group involves
all
the other "blank" entries. For that reason it is necessary to restore all "blank" entries for error detection
in time. The restoring of those "blank" entries
does
not mean that errors remain undetected, but the proba-

bility

of the recovery is

reduced.

To compromise between

quirements

minimization of memory

of parsers and syntactic

re-

errors detection in

time the concept of simple equivalence of precedence
parsers is introduced. Two parsers are equivalent if they
accept the same set of inputs and print an error state-

ment in

the same point of the input set. Observation of,
this condition allows to the second parser only some reduction phases, when the first prints out an error state-

ment.
For a precedence grammar using (1,1)-bounded
canonical context reduction, the partial equivalence of
precedence parsers is introduced. To achieve the partial
equivalence of parsers some changes in the
precedence
matrix must be made prior to computing of linear
precedence functions and an additional matrix for terminal

symbols

Cl 02 must be

formed.

Practical results.

Experience of finding ordered
vectors and linear precedence functions has been obtained
by the use of corresponding algorithms
in the
framework of the compiler-writing system
ELMA M, The input
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languages of the system PARES ГB3, the metalanguages of
the system ELMA Г43
the syntactic parser of high-level
programming language ADA C 33 and a number of
problemoriented languages have been implemented.
,

of
In conclusion, the results of transformation
grammar into a precedence grammar with
linear precedence functions are shown in the table below.

the context-free

name of

language

before transformation after transformation
number number memory foi increment memory for
preced,
of
of
of rules linear prec;
rules symbols matrix
func,, ordered vec,
(Kb)
and add,
matrix

(Kb)

1, ADA

620

153
2.
damal
5.
521
4. ELMAGUIDE 75
5, ELMAMETA 183
22
6. KLARA
120
7. TRADEL
101
8. TRODIK
ATRSEM

459
153
440

70
176
25
107
114

75,2
6,1
47,3
1,6
7,6
0,2
3,0
2,6

+96
+5
+4
+10
+10

+1
+3
+5

4,8
1,6
3,5
0,6
1,6
0,2
0,8

0.9
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ELMA AS AN INSTRUMENTAL SYSTEM FOR BUILDING
PRACTICAL PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS

Abstract
The instrumental system ELMA is

two subsystems:

a

described, consisting of

compiler writing system and a system as-

suring navigation between users' actions.

The latter is based

on Jackson's structured programming ideas.

These two sub-

systems quarantee certain functional capabilities

dis-

also

cussed here.

The Department of Data Processing concurrently with
a team from the Computing Center of Tallinn

Technical Uni-

versity has worked in the field of compiler writing
systems building over the past fifteen years. As a result,
we have

now the fourth

version of

our system ELMA,

views on programming have evolved step-by-step
more general treatment and
-

a system to

Our

to

a

now ELMA can be used as

ease program package writing

using

grammar formalisms as very high-level programming tools
-

a compiler writing system,

the first
ELMA consists of two main subsystems,
1)
(P being a compiling metasystera and the second (P2)
-

an interpreting metasystem to navigate between
actions.

users

1

metaELMAMETA and ELMAGUIDE, To realize a problemlanguages
oriented system we have to describe system
lexical, syntactical and semantical levels in ELMAMETA.
Both.subsystems have the corresponding

languages

-
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Subsystem FI generates language-dependent parts
of the target compiler from those descriptions.
The
language ELMAGUIDE determines the configuration of the
compiler and the connections with the operating system.

If a description of the source language haa been
supplied, target compilers with different characteristics

can easily be generated,
ELMA as a compiler writing system
We will represent the process of the description
and realization of a given source language by stages,
language is
A. Abstract syntax of the source
described as a set of regularized context-free
gram-

mars

,

B. Attribute technique is used to describe semantics of the language. The semantic actions and attributes are directly connected
with the
abstract
syntax. We have built up a theory of abstract
attribute grammars

Cl]

and implemented

special

tools

(a generator of transformations
from given syntax
into an abstract one; a generator for evaluator, which
uses synthesized iterative and simple attributes, initialized inherited attributes (the evaluation of which
and global attributes,
C. Semantic actions are debugged separately using
an interactive debugger which simulates abstract syntax
can be planned statically)

and attribute environment,
D. Concrete syntax is described and debugged,
E. Code generator description is given. To generate a code we can use a simple syntax directed translation schema which is an addition to ELMA, implemented

through FORTH-based GWS [h],
F. The structure of the target compiler is
described in ELMAGUIDE language or the compilers structure can be selected from the ones implemented
in the
ELMA-system,

The compilers generated with ELMA consist of
the
following subprocesses; lexical analysis, syntactical
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analysis, transformation of a concrete syntax into an
abstract one, semantic analysis, code generation.
Using these processes we can create one- and
multipass compilers. Every pass has to be described in
ELMAMETA languages. All these passes are connected into
one compiling through ELMAGUIDE,
The exact description of ELMAMETA and ELMAGUIDE
is given in

[2,33.

as a structured programming support
system for package writing

ELMA

In ELMAGUIDE all descriptions and implementations,
a technology, which is a development of Jackson's structured programming ideas.
The
most important principle is a strict separation
of
control and actions at any level of algorithm
representation. Paraphrasing Wirth we can describe our ideas

are implemented using

briefly,
algorithm

s

control

+

actions

The first part of the right side of the equality
control is built up by Jackson's structure and control

-

conditions (for iterations and selections) which
together determine the explicit behaviour of the
computation process. The second part
actions make up the
-

operational part of the algorithm. Every

action

in

ELMAGUIDE language is a pointer to a module implemented
in any programming language. Leaving low-level opera-

tions out of the language guarantees independence from
the problem

area.

The description style of the computing
can be called static, as it is fully defined
the process run. We have found it convenient

process
before

to

have
in algorithm description and
to allow for some refinements and modifications
at
runtime depending on intermediate results.
The dynamic aspect is implemented in ELMAGUIDE
using system functions. This viewpoint is especially

some degrees

of freedom

convenient for interactive work with an algorithm.
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Example

Аз an example we demonstrate, how to describe and
build ELMA systems monitor itself to create ELMA's in-

teractive environment.
To work in this environment one has
commands initializing certain processes or

to

use

giving in-

formation, for instance, about feasible commands
the environment, i,e, commands menu. One can use

of
the

following processes:

translator constructing, editing,
debugging, executing a user’s program, etc.
In our example we have a more detailed description
for an algorithm corresponding to the creation of trans'
lators. This process is a dialogue between the
ELMA
system and the client. The latter has to define
the
parameters and the configuration of the translator.
Even after taking this decision his wishes
can easily
be changed.

In the following we will give monitors Jackson
schema (Fig, 1) using the standard structure
of
the
translator from the dialogue to shorten the description
and the client’s work.
The representation of the monitor in ELMAGUIDE is
given in Figure 2,
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1

Figure
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Figure 2
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NEW IDEAS IN DATA BASE SEGMENTATION
Abstract
In this approach a relational data base is designed such
that the data more often occurring in the same query be-

longs to one relation.

In this way the need for creating

access paths is reduced.

Bitmatrices allow

to

connect

different search techniques, Bitmatrices can be

preted as monotonic systems, rows

inter-

of bitmatrices

as

bitmaps of objects and as hashing keys.

1, Introduction
very

The fast search has become a problem in

sets.

There are many methods for organizing
effective search [11,2], but situations always arise

large data

reason. It
is often useful to use
different search techniques in
different stages of the search process.
But
we
are
faced with matching those techniques.
This paper presents an approach, where bitmatrices
where a method becomes ineffective for some

use allows to connect different search techniques,
Bitmatrices can be interpreted as monotonic systems

rows

of bitmatrices

hashing-keys

as bitmaps

of objects C6]

and

СЗЗ»
as

171.

In section 2 a general description of the
proposed method will be given. In section 5 definitions
О
of monotonic systems and their kernels will be
introduced, In section 4 a more detailed description
of
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data base design and search process will be given*

2, Methods for quick search
In relational data bases data is maintained in
relations, where each relation contains one record type.
The record type usually corresponds to a real world concept, In our approach relational data base is designed
such that the data more often occurring in the
same
query belongs into one relation. In this way the need
for creating access paths, which is a time-consuming

process, is reduced.
To decide which data must be maintained
of the data set is made

one
first.
After forming relations directories are built for them.
Records in the relation are grouped to have similar records in one group. On these groups hierarchical structures, called directories, are built. Using directories
in

relation, an analysis

enables us to determine the groups which cannot contain
records satisfying the given query in the early stage
of

search.

In such a data base a thorough search on a small
part of data base is implemented and search time
becomes much shorter.
Concepts of the monotonic system and its
kernel
the preceding analysis of the data set and
clustering, Bitmatrices serve as so-called upper strucare used for

tures on which the main search is performed.
The structure of the data base depends completely
on data characteristics and it is impossible to predict
the number of relations in the data base, that of groups
in a relation and that of records in one group.
For

that reason the extendible hash method fits well to
find
the real records. This hash method has properties
which
make it very convenient to use when the
number of records
in the hash table is not known
and the hash keys are in
the binary form. The hash method ia not
dealt with here,
but its description can be found in С4-,7],
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3, Monotonic systems. Kernel
As it was observed in the previous section
data
ordering must precede the design of the data base. Con-

cepts of monotonic system and its kernel are used
that C3], First definitions and kernel splitting

for
al-

and
are given. In case of data set analysis
record grouping we have to interpret data matrices as
different monotonic systems. Therefore
different algorithms for the kernel splitting are introduced.

gorithms

3,1, Definitions
Let us suppose that there is a system W with
a
finite number of elements. Each element has a numerical
measure of its weight (influence) in the system. Let us
suppose further that for every element
e W there is
«.

a feasible discrete

operation which changes

the weight
of оl as well as the weights of any other element [i of
the system. If the elements on W are independent,
then

it is natural to suppose that a change in the weight of
<x does not change the value of any element
System
.

W is called monotonic,
change of any element

weight
if the operation of the
e w brings about changes
on
the weight levels of other elements only in the direction in which oc itself is changed.
To use the method of monotonic systems we have to
meet two conditions:
1) There has to be a function ju which gives
a
element
(W) of influence for every
measure (weight)
«.

%

system W,
be rules f to recalculate
influences of the elements of the system in case

W of the monotonic

2) There have to

the
there

occurs a change in the weight of one element,
system W is defined
as
element on which the global
minimum

A kernel of a monotonic
a subset H of its
of function

F(H)

=s

max

ЭС

WeH
is reached.
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(n,H)

3,2, Kernel splitting (one-dimenaional case)

ie1,,,,,M; j«
Let us have a data matrix
Let
us interpret matrix A as a monotonic
Of A, Ka>ayatem, the elements of which are the rows
nel ia a subset H of ita elements on which the
minimum of function

F(H)

max

я

a l eE

rc (a, ,H)
1

is reached.
To measure the influence of an object on the
we define the function

»Z.

global

(2njJ

+

system,

+D,

О)

ia the frequency of value
in the histogram
where
of the j-th attribute.
To split the kernel of the monotonic ayatem
we
greatest
will find sequentially the elements with the
influence and add copies of them to the ayatem. It

has

been made clear that addition of an element
to
the
system altera the influences of all other elements.
Adding an element К to the system changes the influence for any other element i for

)-S(n 1;j )*

+l-2n^-3n i;j-1]
where

«

16[2(ni;j +l) 2+3(n i;j+l )+
d
Z(4n .+s),

M.

5« i

I°,

i;

kj

if

m

(2)

®l-i»

4 a l j»

i,e, we sum the frequencies only for these attributes
of an object i, when the value of an attribute matches
the value of an attribute of the object k. If
objects
к and i have no matching attribute values,
addition
of the element к to the ayatem does not influence the
element I,
The kernel splitting ia performed by ALGORITHM 1,
In this algorithm elements are not actually added
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to

the system, only the influences are computed accordingly.
the
an added element we mean a labeled element with

By

greatest influence.
ALGORITHM

Step

1,

1
i*1,..,,M compute

For each element

S 1■

(2n

id �

Step

2,

Find max

Step

3.

Рог each element compute
where

*>l3

memorize k«i,

м

*

S^,

Sj^Sj+P^,

4T+SL, and T is the sum of

frequencies of the matching attribute

of elements

к

the

values

and i, and L is the number of

matches.
Step

4,

Find max
system.

Step

5.

If max

Step

6,

Memorize kai,

Step

7*

In the auxiliary table of frequencies for
every value for the element к add 1,

Step

8,

Go to step

On step 5

for all elements not added to the

then end of the algorithm.

<

S^,

3.

reaching the extremum of the function

%

is controlled. All the elements memorized before reaching the extremum of function x
belong to the
kernel
of the monotonic system,
,

3.3, Kernel splitting (two-dimensional case)
Let us have a data matrix A*(a j), i*1,.,,,M,
1;
Let us interpret matrix A as a monotonic
and columns
system, the elements of which are rows
which the global minimum of function

F(H)

ш

max тс (a,, a., H)
a i eH
a

jC H

is reached.
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Let ua have for every element a j, a number of its
incidences n i# Then the number of incidences having the
j-th attribute is equal to

h

.

21 n. 5

я

1
r
1 if a ij e1
ж 0,
L 0, if

6*|

where

°

(3)

,

‘

‘

Initial influences can be computed as follows

X

(2h

2

+

+

1)5

(4)

м

for the elements

and
.

bj(2*l*7

3hj+l)

+

(5)

for the elements a^*
U
To split the kernel we will add the elements with
the greatest Influence to the system. Adding an element

to the system, the influence of every other element
а

г

,

г

grows by

ш

dr
Adding

«

nr (2h2+3h l)s
d+

(6)

.

an element
to the system, influences
can be computed by a formula

of

elements

g

d

-

k(2k 2

+

3k

+

1),

where

k

+

ni

(7)

and the influence of the element a
r

4 r

.

«

•

To add

grows by

,

[(2k 2 sk+l)-(2h 2+5h +l)] n
d
r
n r [2(h^n i ) 2+3(bj+n )+l-2h 2 «3h .-1]
i
i
+

=

*

nr^ 4ll n i+2n i“sn )«nr n [2(n +2h )-3].
d
1
i
i
d

elements to the monotonic system up to

kernel splitting, we use ALGORITHM 2,
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(8)
the

ALGORITHM 2
1, For each

Step

J»1,,.,,N compute the number

j,

of

incidences h. by formula (3).
J

Step 2, By formula (4) and (5)

g* and
Step

g^.

3. Find the element with the greatest
i.e
Fstmax g
g e g

t U

gj

к

Step 4, Memorize
Step

compute initial influences

5. If max

Step 6

#

Гi, if ge g.
я

Lot

11

c g

__

O

influence,

and

S,*P,

_

j

go to step 8,

For each r, r*1,.,,,M compute dp by formula

(6) and add it to the influence g
r
Step 7. Go to step 10,

.

d*1,,,,,N compute influences

Step 8, For each j,

by

formula (7).
Step

9. For each r, r*1,.,,,M compute gr *gr
Д

+

hr, where

г is computed by formula (8),

Step 10, Find p»max g. If S

g e

gj

fc

<

P go to step 4,

.

Step 11, End of algorithm,
4, Data base

design

Data base design

is divided into two

stages:

analysis of the data set for partitioning data items

into relations and build-up of directories,

4,1, Data set analysis
For a relational data base we have the following
definitions Q53,
Attributes are indentifiers taken from a finite

set

is
associated
A 2 »,,.»An Each attribute
with its domain, denoted by
set
which is a
of-possible values for that attribute. We
use
the
,
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letters A, В,,,,, for single attributes and the letters
for sets of attributes,
,A
A relation on the set of attributes

X,Y y

,

«

•|

n

is a subset of the Cartesian product

}

DCM(A^)xDOM(A 2 )x,,,

called
~,xDOM(A ), The elements of the relation are
n
tuples, A relation R on{A^,A ,,,.,A } is denoted as R(A,j,
2
n

Ap

»

»Ад ),

•••

Relational algebra as a data manipulation language
is introduced. There are two basic operations of interest
for us: projection and natural join.
The projection of a relation R(X,Y,Z)
over
attributes in X will be denoted RDG, and defined
RCX]* {x 3y 3z
(x,y,z) R>,
I

the

by

*

The natural join operation is used to make a conattributes that appear in different re-

nection between

lations, Let R(x,y) and S(x,z) be two relations;
then
the natural join R*S is the set of {(x,y,z) | (x,y)
R
and (x,z)eS); R*S.ia a relation defined
over
the
€

attributes {X,Y,Z},
Let R(X,Y,Z) be a relation; we shall say that
R
is decomposable if there exist two relations S
and T,
such as:
a) S and T are the projections of R*

akßCx,y]
b) the natural join of S and T is R* R*S*T,
Using the natural join operation all the relations

in the data base can be connected into one relation U,
A model matrix A can be put into correspondence
with
the relation U
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Ф

where

я

-r

*

i*1,,..,m is the aet of object types,

{t.}> J*1,,.,,n
J

пмЯ

a

(су,

is the aet of attributes

Гl, if an object type 0, has an attribute T.,
“

iid

J

1
(О,
otherwise.

For each object type the number of its incidences
ia also given.
Such a model can be interpreted as a monotonic
system described in section 3.3. Using ALGORITHM 2 all
kernels of the system are
separated.
Let as suppose that the number of separated kernels
ia equal to p. The kernel ia denoted by K g ая1,,..,р.
deUsing the projection
relation U can be
composed in the following way*
,

a)

It,

b) U
where

Xg

■

»

я

U

DC,],

R 2 * U [Xg],,,• Rp

«

»

UDy

,

Rl *R2 *.,,*Rp

a j eK a and tu P lea of relation

incidences of the object types
ing to the elements

Kg

are

correspond-

,

The relations created contain similar data items.
But it were more effective, if we could store data
that occurs in the same query in one relation. Then the
need to use operations of relational algebra is reduced
and therefore search time decreases.
To achieve that, queries and connections
mined by the queries must be considered on the

matrix Ain addition to object types and

determodel

attributes.

The model matrix A ia presented in the following forms
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where

Q.

{(\)

*

,

1-1,...,m denotes the set of object
types,

Z

я

{T.>

Я

Я

{Pj}

X

я

{S.)

j*1,...,n denotes the set of attributes,

,

,

i=l,,

,

~,

к

denotes the set of queries,

j-1,,..,l denotes the set of connections

and-

if an object type
Qt

jj

has an attribute

T^,

\

[O, otherwise, i»1,,,,,m, jx1,,,,n;
гl,if a query

*■3

,

\o,

contains an attribute T..,

otherwise, i=m+l,,,, ,m+k, j*n+l,,,,, n;

M, if a query P determines a connection
i
0, otherwise, i=m+l,...,m+k, j=n+l,...,n+l;

1

a

Г l, if

ij

"j

a connection

contains an object

o

lf

otherwise, i*1,.,,,m, j=n+l,,,,,n+l.

For each object type the number of its
instances
and for each query the frequency of occurrence is also
given. Analogously to the preceding model, matrix A is

interpreted

as a monotonic system, all the kernels are
types
new relations are created. Record

separated and
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In relations are structures where data items are not
only similar to each, but are closely connected through
occurrence in the same queries.
4.2, Bitmaps and directories
Let us have in one relation m records
and
attributes, where the J-th attribute (J*1,,..,n)

n
has

n

N. different values. Then a bitvector of length d *5" N.
3
3

fiT

can be created for each record.
The elements of the bitvector are filled

as fol—-

lows t

к

a

3

f'l,

«-j

if record has value k,

LO, otherwise,

~,,,N^,

This bitvector is called a bitmap. In C 63 the approach of directories built of the bitmaps is given.
Let us interpret the set of bitmaps as a monotonio
system. Using ALGORITHM 1 from section 3,2 all kernels

are separated. Using disjunction operator one superbitmap
is formed of bitmaps belonging
bitmap is

to one kernel. This super-

called an address.

Out of the formed addresses a new monotonic system
can be made and the process can be repeated. Using that
process recursively a hierarchical structure, called di-

rectory, is formed,

4.3, Search process
If the data base is created using the methods described in this paper, a relation and its directory will
be in the form shown in Figure 1,

The data base consists of relations, A set of bitmaps corresponds to each relation on which a directory is
built. Records in relations are connected with

their

bitmaps via extendible hashing. Bitmaps and directories

are called upper structures of the data base.
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Figure 1

The search process runs as follows*
According to a given query we have first

to

de-

termine in which relations the needed data is stored.
After that directories of these relations are examined.
If we find out that the group the given address is re-

presenting, cannot contain the needed data, we do not
investigate it any further, A sequential search
is
performed on the set of bitmaps which may meet query

conditions. Using extendible
are quickly located.

hashing the needed records

The search time is reduced because

(1) of a great probability that the needed data is stored
in one relation. The need for relational algebra operations is decreased,
(2) even in the realm of one relation the sieving process
cuts off the number of objects on which the full search
is performed.
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DATA BASE INFOLOGICAL DESIGN IN PRACTICE
Abstract
Some general standpoints of the data

base

infological ap-

proach are described. Practical data base design problems
related to the examination of user’s

needs, data base

de-

composition and logical integration of data are dealt with.
By the infological approach we mean a special and
useful way of handling ideas related to data base design.
It enables us to use a wide variety of system analysis,

data structure design, statistical and other methods.
We have used the approach in management
information
system (MIS) data base design since the mid I97°a.

In this paper we concentrate on some general data
using
solved
the infological approach. First of all some general standpoints
will be presented.
In an organization/enterprise a distinction can be
of activity: primary
made between at least two levels
factory or reactions (e,g,, making shoes in a shoe
actions
pairing cars in a car service) and secondary
(e,g,, book-keeping, statistical reporting, etc,). All
the primary actions along with the
used and produced
resources are treated as the ob лес t—system. Secondary
actions with their resources (incl, information) make up
planning and design problems,

a monitoring system.

The object-system is a functioning piece of reality
being managed or sometimes only monitored. In any par-
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ticular case it can be defined

Just aa detailed

and aa

wide aa necessary.
As there exist several different
aspects of monitoring the same object system,
several
respective monitoring systems could be determined,

[~A

data base must be designed as a model of the

object—~j

the
A data base designer should stay as close to
object-system as possible and as far away from the existing data processing system

as possible. There are three
arguments for that:
1) the object-system is common for all possible monitoring aspects
2) the object-system is simpler to

be presented

in

a

data base than the monitoring system

3) the architecture

and behaviour

of the object-system

are more stable than monitoring and data processing
problems.

Object-system modelling is natural in theory
simple in selected school examples, but in

and

practice

considerable difficulties are encountered. The objectsystem is an abstract piece of reality, the stretch and
configuration of which

are rather vague. There are

no

ready concepts for its determination and description.
To determine what belongs to the
object—system, what is
significant in it and how detailed it should be modelled,

the existing information system and needs of prospective
users have to be examined anyway.
The infological
users to find a

approach

enables MIS

designers

and

common language between each other.

Architects, for example, seem to be in a
much
better situation than MIS designers, as their clients
know quite exactly what they want and usually present
clear functional and technical requisitions,
A MIS
designer gets his task in a very vague
The
"reform.

quisites" often turn out to be occasional examples of
queries. The very first question that a MIS designer

has
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to

answer is: What should it be that the client
would
need? It seems that a designer has to know more
about
the MIS prospective user’s needs and problems than they
know themselves. Apart from that he must be able
predict their future

to

needs.

situaIf the infological approach is chosen, the
tion is not so contradictory and hopeless. Interviewing
managers or examining various documents, a
designer-infologiat is actually concentrating only on the
objectsystem, He can ignore almost everything he is told about
data processing difficulties, management problems, etc.

j Record these conversations to go them through in i
i detail later. Then you will definitely be able to i
and use that information better.
An object-system

can always be described in simple

and commonly understandable

terms.

On these

counts the

common language between MIS designers and managers
be found quickly and surprisingly well,

can

Г First

of all learn what a manager needs information
do not try to make clear what information he
about,
i
i
needs, how the data should be processed and presented^!

The

infological approach

avoids "transplantation1

*

on an
A new information system is never built up
obviously
is
empty place. There exists an old one, which
not good enough, but still has its deep roots in people’s
minds and bureaucracy. Some elements of old information
system which have lost their initial meaning and significance in a new environment are likely to appear
as
useless relics and may cause much harm. Paper documents,
for example, are equivalently transformed into file records, manual document-processing-routines are replaced
reby the corresponding computer programs. Stiffness,
proa
data
dundancy and complexity are obvious in such
cessing system.
Usually "transplantation" does not
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take place

in such

a drastic way. More often some design is performed to
make data organization more computer-like and less redundant, tut the "transplantation" idea remains, A set
of information processing tasks usually called a "func-

tional subsystem", but actually being a set of routines
is treated as a separate
MIS
from the old system,

block. Difficulties with matching blocks arise
later.
of some particular blocks involves
corrections in others,,. The MIS can never be accomplished.
A logical mistake
has
What is actually wrong?
Reconstruction

-

been made at the start of the design. The information
system was physically split by information
processing
dynamic
tasks. The tasks are not invariant and have
one another. Thus the MIS
architecture becomes complex and dynamic as well. It will
complex relationships between

need frequent restructuring,

ГDo

not start with examination or assignment of any~l
processing or monitoring tasks’ Try to
de- 1

i data
]

I

termine the object-system first of all, study its
Decompose the model reasonably!

behaviour, draw the framework of its model!

The infological

approach provides principles

i

for

data base decomposition
We distinguish between physical and logical

composition, In both

cases every separated data

de-

base

remains a model of something from the object-system.
Physical decomposition corresponds to the object-system
configuration dismemberment,
A data base of an organization, for example, can be split into local data bases
for each local

branch. Notice that it means reduction
of physical extent of data in single data bases,
but
their logical complexity remains almost the same
as it
were the general data base. Not to lose an overall view,
either an additional general data base or a
general
view handler must be provided.
Logical

decomposition means splitting
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a data base

schema into subschemas. Each separate data base has a
considerably simpler logical structure than the general

one. It will be

a model of a logical piece of

ob-

the

ject-system (e,g,, "inventory", "personnel", "manufacturing"), Naturally, also the schemas of logically
decomreposed data bases will overlap and it involves some
necessary

dundancy and updating problems. Still it is

for general applications. Logical decomposition is quite
complicated and needs effective

methods

plished properly.
Logical and physical decompositon

to

accom-

be

can also be

used

in various combinations,
i

logical decompositon if possibleJ

The infological approach reduces

1

j

integration

problems

The new MIS is supposed to become a monitoring systan
of it. The aim is to integrate different monitoring systems for more effective data processing and

or

a part

for provision of additional monitoring facilities.
The existing monitoring systems are connected

to

they
one another, but they are functioning separately,
have their own internal data items,
structures
and
processing technologies, which are often
incompatible
with one another. Attempts to match them mechanically
yield a "hodge-podge". There is also
no
sense
in
seeking general concepts for specifying different monitors

to achieve the integrity by generalization.

It

means

building up a supersystem above the existing monitors.
The following arguments oppose that approach;
-

The monitoring systems are complicated

and ab-

stract enough; more general specification needs further

abstraction, involves new terminology and considerably
enhances the complexity of the entirety,
Being carried by trends of management and
economical policy, the monitoring systems are in continuous
-

development. It is impossible to predict
changes. One cannot be sure that
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some of such

potential
changes

will not destroy the whole MIS architecture some day,
The major aim of integration is not monitoring
monitors but replacement of old monitors or assistance
of monitoring.
The use of the infological approach helps
avoid
logical difficulties in data processing integration, A
good infological model meets the needs
of
different
-

monitoring

systems, remaining comparatively independent

of changes in user’s information needs
and
external
data structures. Top-down general design and reasonable
data base decomposition provide compatibility
separate data bases. Bottom-up detail
design
realisation assure urgent management data
goals to be achieved first of all.
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between
and

MIS

processing
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Abstract
The paper reviews the universal principles of business information systems design, considering the intrinsic features of
business information and the ways of its automatic processing.

1, Introduction
Improvement of the existing management system,
including the business analysis function, is to be achieved

as
automatic information systems either
certain subsystems of an automatic management system (AMS
of an enterprise, or as relatively self-dependent systems.

by introducing

The ultimate result
of introducing an automatic
business analysis system (ABAS) greatly depends on how
method is, and how
actual processes are reflected by the
system of indexes used. So far no adequate methods for
systematic and complex the analysis
veracioualy the

automatic analysis of business enterprise functioning or
design of interactive business information systems have
been offered.
The development of computer technology is

likely

to have great impact on the structure of systems above:
e,g, system design is affected by the emergence of homemade micros. Till the end of the 1980s, such systems are

to be designed consisting of two levels

-

the first

one

including a dozen micros for data acquisition and
preliminary processing, with the second level supported by
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a medium level computer for advanced processing.

With

the help of the latter all data is compressed into one
data
base
logical unit under the supervision of a
management system to assure the accessibility of all
data to every

user.

Below an example of a system

with

such architecture will be shown.
to
The first section of the paper is dedicated
the intrinsic character of business information and the
ways of its automatic processing. In the second section
the role and specification of business analysis in the
secmanagement system will be reviewed. In the third
tion we will demonstrate an example of the ABAS archi-

tecture and bring out some issues of its

information

funds.
2, Business information and the ways of ita
automatic processing
Business information is a set of data that reflects
a
business
the economic and social activities of
enterprise via a system of natural, financial and other
information is
indexes. Hence, the bulk of business
with
digital in essence, and ita automatic processing
various mathematical and other methods

is

feasible.

Through a closer examination of data processing
problems tremendous difficulties are likely to arise
due

to the nature
First,

of business information.
business information emerges,

processed and used at different levels, in

is transmitted,
different

hierarchical substructures of management,
and even at
by various management subsystems. Frequently
one level
-

this causes double acquisition of information, genesis
of indexes having the same economic origin and essence,
but different numeric values.
Second, business information is not homogeneous in
view of time characteristics. Parts of it are relatively
permanent (norms, long-range prognoses, etc,) but a lot
of data is acquired which is

changing during the technological process. The cycles of formation and periods of
processing evaluation of different business
informa—-
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tion flows do not coincide. All this influences
the
and
without
the
processes,

modelling of informational

use of mathematical models automatic processing

of

business information would be unthinkable.
Third, A bulk of diverse analytical information,
the contents and economic interpretation of which are

not always trivial is obtained

ness data

from the

by various economic and

initial busi-

mathematical methods.

Thus, authenticity and representativeness of analytical information are the issues still under discussion.
We are faced with certain extra difficulties
in
the area of so-called information needs, e,g, when seeking the answer to the questions of whom, when and how
much of the acquired information is to be conveyed. It
is common knowledge that an outsize flood of information can do as much damage to management as the absence
of some vital figure in the moment it is needed. Anyone
see the value of managing information received only

can

after decision making time has elapsed. Therefore it is

so

imperative that the information flow be organized

that every managing action is justified on sound grounds
p, 20],
and well timed by supportive business data [2,
Under other equal conditions better management is
achieved by those who have obtained more thorough qualiprotative information about the social and economic

cesses in their business enterprise.
The quality of information is determined by its:

(1) fullness, truthfulness and accuracy
(2) timing of data acquisition and strict
odicity of its passing
(3) ability to unveil negative phenomena

peri-

in
social and economic processes in the enterprise.
In terms of its contents business information

the

can

be classified as consisting ofs

(1) data of the final products, their composition
anda quality
(2) data of production methods
actual and calculated
(3) final product quantity
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(4) scheduled and actual production expenditures
(5) information of non-accounting nature.
There are several classifications of business information
of
baaed on its stability, ways of obtaining, nature
But
of
those
classifiin any
contents, applications, etc.
cations certain specific features of business information,
impeding its processing, and automatic processing, in
various
particular, are to be perceived. These are the

use,
levels of information formation, transmission and
of
the incomparability, interwovenness and independence
diversity
of
data,
indexes; as well as the doubling and
non—corresponding cycles of formation

and

processing,

etc.
accurate
Therefore it is indispensable to create
methods for business information systems design [I, p,lB],
including methods of organizing information support for

an ABAS.
The importance of methods and methodology issues
accounted
for by the character of business information. It is common knowledge that every business

is

enterprise functions in a specific and unique environment
there exists

Hence

the

singularity of managing

every

as a whole and on every hierarchical level
separately taken. No uniform or pattern-created
data
processing system can meet the needs of managing specific enterprise, including accounting, planning and analysis automation. The creation of individual systems must
proceed from large instrumental means which
minimize
enterprise

additional software writing and assure tunability of the
system to a particular enterprise by means of adaptation.
Some attempts in the line of creating ABASs have
been made by a research team at Tallinn Technical University, The future systems must feature the following
attributes and capabilities:
(1) flexibility
the systems must be tunable to a
-

multitude of different enterprises

(2) orientation to end user (even on the cost of
additional implementation expenditures), including!
-

no programming on end
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user level

-

the dialogue with the computer in a language close

to the end user's professional one
-

highly developed non-numerical information output
sound and speech outputs, etc.)

(colour graphic resources,
-

run-time instructions and menus of possible operator

actions offering capability
(3) the system must be supported by modern computer
hardware (micros and minis linked to medium computers, teleprocessing systems, automatic data collection devices,
etc.)

(4) maximum use of the existing means,
involving
instrumental systems and modern data base systems.
Only if these demands are satisfied, the systems

can be designed and implemented

within acceptable time
limits and the transition to automatic management
will
be painless.

3. The role of automatic business
in

enterprise

analysis

management

In management automation an undesirable approach is
designed
often met: a multitude of AMS subsystems are
corresponding to various

attributes of grouping the inmanagement functions, time characteristics,
administrative structures, and the like. These would be

volved tasks

-

relatively independent subsystems (and frequently with
incompatible software) which are not supported by
an

fund.

that, the designers
on administrative
basis (systems of units or subjects of management) or by
integral information

are carried

Apart from

away by planning subsystems

production types (main, subsidiary, production preparaetc,), forgetting all about the functional charac-

tion

teristics. In the outcome, some of the business analysis
issues are dealt with in good many different management
Most
subsystems, but some are left quite untouched.
prooften the operative management is automatic, but
etc,
gnosticating, business development evaluation,
stand out of the reach of the automatic information sys-

tem.
Many

authors, including those of Гl3,

emphasize the necessity for separation of a
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relatively

Ц23 and

detached self-dependent business analysis system. This
view derives from weighty arguments that we will now
proceed with,
1, Business analysis includes the whole system of
in all types of
production and economic activities
it
management (operative, current and perspective),
to
carries out all kinds of analytical tasks related
all management subjects on all the existing levels,

2, Business analysis is an inseparable part
such economic procedures as planning, control and

of

ac-

counting, To handle the issues of analysis under other
management subsystems appears to be insufficient,
be-

.

cause the analysis will not be systematic and complex.
The approach would be one-sided due
to the specific
features of the other subsystems, because
designed for altogether different

purposes,

they

and

many influential factors would not be taken into
sideration when studying the economic processes,

are
so
con-

highly
3, The mission of business analysis is
are of somewhat independent nature, They include:

specific and its tasks

(a) evalution of the enterprise condition and determination of the development trends in it
(b) evalution of the seriousness of deviations from
certain normative or scheduled figures

(c) investigation of the causes for deviations and
influences of different factors
fd) establishing

material and

productive resources,

4, The introduction of automatic business analysis
systems is to be considered inevitable for management
decisions support in prognosticating, planning, auditing and regulating of all of management subjects.
Like other functions of management, business analysis cannot have

identical contents on all the
hierarchical levels; different enterprise functions
(organization of production and labour, techniques and technology» economics and social development) must be analysed
in different ways. Specific pieces of information about
the enterprise functioning have to be woven
into
an
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integral cloth of data for

a

one reason only

-

to obtain

complete, thorough and comprehensive picture of

the

economic processes in that particular business
enterprise, Under the supervision of prof. A, Sheremet (С6Ц
et al.) sufficient methods for the complex
business
analysis have been developed, but no implementations of
real automated systems have followed yet.

Thus,

we have discussed the necessity for introduc-

ing an automated business analysis system. What should
such a system look like? In technical terms it has to

be a computing set, usually comprising the following
components:
1, Hardware (main and auxiliary computers, means
of data acquisition and transmission, terminal stations,
etc,). As it was suggested in papers ГЗЛ and [4]
it
,

is useful to organize the data collection and preliminary
processing on microcomputers (lower level) with
advanced processing supported by a medium computer (higher

level).
The higher level is usually a part
of
system (integrated MIS or other)
and thus

a

larger

has a more

complex structure,

2, Software (one possible solution is given

in

C4]).
3, Infoware which means the technology of collecting, storing and passing information
as added to the
body of information itself,
its amount and
hier4, Maintenance personnel
archy depend on the scale of economic activities,
5, Technical documentation for maintenance personnel.
6, Technical documentation for users,including
mainly manuals and instructions for different strata of
users. Commonly the lower level systems are exploited on
-

first, the end users (management personnel,
technical staff, and, second, the so-called system
adof
deeper
knowledge
system
who
has
the
and
ministrator,
who directs its usage,

two levels

-

7, Administrative and legal documents that master
the relationship between users and the computing set.
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Special

attention should

be paid

to the informa-

tional interface between different administrative units
(an issue of infoware) and to the questions of hardware as far as the automatic systems design is con-

cerned.
4, Arab!fracture aad infoware of automatic
business analysis systems
ayatem
One of the keystones of any information
organization
auppliea
storing.
of
information
and
ia the
The following goala are to be achieved:
(1) determine the structure, sources and methods
of acquisition of the initial data

(2) determine data set contents, amount,

logical

organization and terms of data preservation

(3) determine

the

output

Information

amount,

periodicity and ways of transmission
(4) grant the accessibility of all information to

any qualified user.
The information system must guarantee the

pro-

vision of various normative, scheduled, prognostic, accounting and other figures for calculating
permanent
reports as well as for meeting every unexpected
need
in that information. For every business enterprise an
individual ayatem of economic and social indexes must
be developed to cover all its unique features, but
a
possibility for comparison with other enterprises must

be assured.
The question of recording the whole initial
information must be taken care of in accordance with the
valid legal regulations and requirements of the
particular enterprise. Storing the intermediate computing
results cannot be justified unless they are
included
in certain time-rows or other useful figures that are
often referred to. The value of other intermediate results, if need be,can be easily established
by
any
reasonable system of occasional data base retrievals.
The issues of information recording are
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closely

linked to the methods of
suggested in

СSИ»

its

acquisition.

As

it

was

we should consider organizing the ABAS

consisting of two subsystems,

where data collection and
carried
out by the lower level
are
system supported by microcomputers located in
various
administrative units. The acquired data (but net all of

preliminary processing

it) is sent to the main analysis system of the enterprise,
where advanced statistical and other analyses are
made
with methods demanding more computer resources. Of coarse,
the appearance of sufficiently powerful micros that can
be physically and logically

Joined into networks, would
allow the implementation of ABASs without the present day
medium and large computers use. All data seta on
infiles
dividual external storage units (e,g, different
set)
be
of one logical data
would
obtainable by all users,
more precisely, by the whole management personnel, who
has access to the computers.
Still even the mixed usage of micro- and medium com-

puters would solve good many problems of the
information support: the micros in every hierarchical substruc-

ture hold a complete set

of initial

information (it

mainly the primary documentation) about that
production

unit. The local management has

is

particular

complete

access

to that information via micros and can use it freely.

other
When a need should arise for information about
retrieved
from
the
production units, it may easily be
by
data
the
same
information
channels
main
base through
frewhich their own data is sent to the IDB, So the
the
of
the
calls
is
reduced
and
IDB
quency
main base
(and cheaper)
can be organized on a much less powerful

computer,
comprise
A business information data base should
blocks:
the following main
(1) operative, book-keeping and statistical accounting information

(2) operative, current, perspective and long-range
scheduled and normative figures

(5) primary documentation (at least to some extent)
(board
(4) information of non-accounting nature
etc,).
instructions,
meetings’ documentation,
memos,
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The exact composition of information ia varying from

one enterprise to another and so no ready-made lists can
be offered. The rising interest towards the development
of logical data base design methods should be applauded.

Fig, 1, Possible

architecture of an ABAS

In conclusion, we should note that much obscurity is
still present in the design of automatic business analysis
systems which are relatively independent and self-support-

as
source information, and support all management levels and
ing, use the primary documents of the enterprise

administrative substructures with appropriate analytical
sharp need is felt for exact design methods
of
the automatic analysis procedure and the corresponding information systems alongside the necessity for a method-

data. A

ology development of information support for business anathe
lysis
the state of infoware strongly influences
-

eventual result of the system introduction.
Here we have outlined some issues of automatic business information processing and automatic business analysis systems to determine the shortest ways to feasible
creation of such systems.
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